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FROM THE  
CO-FOUNDER-HON.DIRECTOR’S DESK 

This new financial year started with celebration of World Autism Day at 

all our centres. We  were overjoyed to welcome all our children back at 

our centres with many a new admissions. The faith reposed on us by the 

children staff, parents and society deepened our commitment to our work 

and we promised our inner selves to give a more meaningful life to our 

deserving kids. Our commitment led us to finance more than 12 patients 

for cataract surgeries. A whole new perspective of life unfolded in front of 

us when we realized the beauty of having eyesight from those suffering from want of it. Many a 

blessings are taken for granted when we are not aware of the people’s suffering in our immediate 

or otherwise surrounding. Meeting with these people only made us more humble. The hundred 

percent recovery in these cases added smiles to our hearts. Our commitment in helping Covid 

affected continued by way of provisions to more than 150 families 

We continued with our renovation work of painting of our dormitories both interior as well as 

exterior. at the farm. The work on the renovation of the swimming pool also known as hydrotherapy 

was taken up with full interest. Along with the renovation work we also exceuted the  water 

treatment plant successfully.  

Many a educational tour were conducted for all the centres which were added in their education 

portfolio.  

Regarding the agriculture sphere we  reaped  a bounty in our favourite  fruit sapota which we felt 

were the sweetest. Coconut production too was boosted by carrying out maintenance activity.    

Our desire to magnify our endeavor to serve many more “poorest of the poor” through our outreach 

program in remote villages was executed. Our help was extended to ten villages by way of 

Physiotherapy and Dental Oral Screening. We are extremely proud to say that we were able to help 

a differently abled couple in building their dream house and gifting a wheel chair with help of our 

great supporter- Kinderhilfe Emmaus. At this juncture I convey our continued gratitude to all our 

supporters and benefactors and pray for their continued love, munificence, and association. This 

year also marked the second medical camp conducted to help patients with cataract surgeries which 

fortunately brought light in their eyes and new hopes for future. Another camp conducted in three 

villages we were able to serve more than 200 patients in the rural area 

This period has also allowed us to share our blessings in form of provisions to more than 5000 

families which includes our children and staff too. The areas covered were in Chennai and 

Chengalpattu. We have also been fortunate to receive the fourth award for creating an impact on 

the society for covid work in the name of Mahatma Award for Social Good and Impact 2022. This 

year also we were able to rope in the prestigious MSME- Summentro, Puthia Vanigam Publication 

award,  Indian Social Impact Award-Brand Honchos, Life achievement awards by Ooruni 

Foundation, Vyapaar Jagat and TN NGO Federation. Public recognition by way of CSR coverage 

too has been given by corporate. 
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We are indeed grateful for all those souls and every well wisher who stood by our side. 

Our wonderful supporter Mr Jean-Luc Buteland Ms Cornelia from Kinderhilfe visit created a 

milestone in our history of Pathway. This is the first time Emmaus officials  have visited 

after being our supporters for the last 26 years. A group from Hemmersbach Kids Family 

Foundation  headed by their CEO too visited our centres. 

We are indeed very grateful to Sabin Foundation, Mr Gary and Valerie Sabin, Mr Eric Otteson, A 

Brighter Path – Mr Alex and Mrs Pamela Martinez, Late Judge William Sheffield, Mr and Mrs 

William P Benac, Mr Bill Benac Jr, Mr Tim Fewkes, Mr BJ Butel and Mr Jean-Luc Butel,  

Kinderhilfe-Drawing & Sponsership Emmaus, Mr Jim and Karen Dosdall, Mr Michael Ang and 

family, Mr Jim and Gemie Martin, and Mr Keyne Monson  who continue to support us. Our most 

grateful thanks to Mr Shant Jain (Trustee) who took time out of his busy schedule to supervise the 

renovations done at the farm and school unit without any renumeration. We are indeed very grateful 

for his selfless service. My most sincere and grateful thanks is also due to the grants received by 

the State Govt of TamilNadu, which includes Chennai and Chengalpattu district as well the Govt 

of India who have strengthened our hands and are an integral part of our work . 

We are extremely hurt and sad to note the demise of our beloved advisor and chairman of foreign 

board Judge Sheffield. His memories will always live on.  

Our most dedicated staff continue to intensify their efforts and serve more of His children with 

renewed zeal and enthusiasm. As member of the editorial board, I earnestly hope that you enjoy 

reading this annual report. 

ORGANIZATION BOARD 

 Pathway has a clearly defined 

Memorandum and Articles of 

Association which directs the 

working of the organisation. 

This society has a distinguished 

Board of Trustees 

DR DATHU RAO 

MEMORIAL 

CHARITABLE TRUST 

ORGANIZATION – 

BOARD 
❖ The board members meet at

least four times a year to

transact the business of the

organization and meets every

year to conduct the Annual

General Body meeting to

review the work of the

organization and resolve various important issues, including:  Acceptance and passage of yearly

budget.

❖ Reviews of audit accounts and balance sheet , Appointment of auditors and lawyer

❖ Election of officers, Long- range planning and development goals of the centres

❖ Offers general direction in the everyday operation of the organization.
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ORGANIZATION – GOVERNANCE 
Pathway has a clearly defined Memorandum and Articles of Association which 

directs the working of the organisation. This society has a distinguished Board of 

Trustees 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

MRS. DHULI PATNAIK 
PRESIDENT 

MR. ABHIJEET PAREKH 
VICE-PRESIDENT 

MRS. CHANDRA  PRASAD 
GENERAL SECRETARY 

MR. SANTHANAGOPALAN ACHUTAN 
TREASURER 

EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 
Mr. M A RAMAR

MR. SHANTH K JAIN 

MRS USHA RAMMOHAN 

GENERAL BODY MEMBERS 
DR JAYALAKSHMI 

MR R SUNDAR 

AUDITOR 
SRIDHAR KRISHNAMURTHY 

 & ASSOCIATES 
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Pathway is run under the auspices of Dr. Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust a Registered Society 

under the Tamil Nadu Societies Registration Act.  

❖ Recognized by the office of the Commissioner for the   Differently Abled, Government of Tamil

Nadu (Department of Differently Abled Welfare).

The organization receives an annual grant-in-aid from the Ministry of Social Justice and 

Empowerment, Government of India. 

The organization receives grant in aid from the office of Commissioner for the   Differently Abled, 

Government of Tamil Nadu (Department of Differently Abled Welfare) for the project “Pathway -

Sabin Home for persons with Mental Retardation and Associated Conditions” and Pathway Centre 

for rehabilitation and Education of the Intellectual Disabled 

Pathway is monitored and audited yearly by independent parties to ensure proper implementation of 

all finances and governance.  

RECOGNITION AND GRANT-IN-AID 

❖ Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, Government of India

❖ Office of the State Commissioner for the Differently Abled, Government of TN

❖ Department of Social Welfare as a recognized Orphanage.

REGISTRATION AND PERMISSION 

❖ Director of Exemptions, Dept. of Income Tax, Govt. of India, Nungambakkam, Chennai U/S 80G

of the Income Tax Act.

❖ Ministry of Home Affairs under the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act, Government of  India,

New Delhi

❖ Registered with The National Trust for Autism, under section 12(4) of the Act for the welfare of

persons with Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Multiple Disabilities  and Mental  Retardation, Government

of India, New Delhi

❖ Registered under Section 53 of Justice Juvenile Act, 2015, Dept of Social Defense, Govt of TN

❖ Registered under Section 34(3) of Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act 2000,

amended in 2006 and rules therein., The State Govt/Director of Social Welfare-Child Welfare  .

❖ Registrar of Societies (South), Govt. of Tamil Nadu, Chennai

❖ Registered with Department of Social welfare, Govt of Tamil Nadu under Orphanages and other

Charitable homes supervision and control act 1960

❖ Registered with Department of Social Welfare, govt. of Tamil Nadu under section 51(2) of the

Rights of the Persons with Disability Act, 2016

❖ Registered under TN Recognized Private Schools (Regulations) Act, 1973 and Rules 1974

❖ Registered with Directorate of Matriculation Schools, Govt of Tamil Nadu

❖ Registered under NGO-Darpan Portal of NITI AAYOG, Govt of India
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The details of each registration is given below 

❖ CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION- CHENNAI

Recognised by Commissioner For Welfare Of The Differently Abled, Chennai As Special School 

Cum Vocational Training Centre For The Intellectual Disabled For The Period 07.04.2020 To 

06.04.2023 

❖ CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION- CHENNAI

Recognised by Commissioner For Welfare Of The Differently Abled, Chennai As Special School 

Cum Vocational Training Centre For The Intellectual Disabled For The Period 07.04.2020 To 

06.04.2023 

❖ CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION-PATHWAY-SABIN CHENGALPATTU

Registration is renewed to “SABIN/ PATHWAY HOME FOR PERSONS WITH INTELLECTUAL 

DISABILITY AND ASSOCIATED CONDITIONS – REHABILITATION CENTRE, No:1 

A.D.S.N Prasad Street, Agili Village, Sendivakkam Post, Via Sothupakkam, Maduranthakam Taluk,

Chengalpattu District – 603319,  S.No.244/5A – 685.0,12.70 as an institution for the persons with

Disabilities vide S.No.315/ 2019 under Section 51 (2) of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 

2016 to run a Home & Vocational Training Centre For Intellectually Disabled which is valid 

from  01.09.2021 TO 30.06.2024. 

❖ CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION UNDER JJ ACT -PAMELA MARTINEZ/PATHWAY

MATRICULATION SCHOOL CHILDREN’S HOME 

This Certificate of Registration renewal is awarded to – PAMELA MARTINEZ PATHWAY 

MATRICULATION SCHOOL CHILDREN’S HOME, (Dr. Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust) 

No:1 A.D.S.N Prasad Street, Agili Village, Sendivakkam Post, Via Sothupakkam, Maduranthakam Taluk, 

Chengalpattu District - 603319 of Tamil Nadu as an institution for children in need of care and protection 

vide SI.No.1285/DSD/2020 under section 41(1) of the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) 

Act 2015, therein valid from 29.01.2020 to 29.01.2025 

❖ CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION UNDER DEPT OF SCHOOL EDUCATION- 

PAMELA MARTINEZ/PATHWAY MATRICULATION SCHOOL CHILDREN’S HOME 

This Certificate of Recognition renewal is awarded to – PAMELA MARTINEZ PATHWAY 

MATRICULATION SCHOOL CHILDREN’S HOME, (Dr. Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust) 

No:1 A.D.S.N Prasad Street, Agili Village, Sendivakkam Post, Via Sothupakkam, Maduranthakam 

Taluk, Chengalpattu District - 603319 of Tamil Nadu  - 

1.Chief Educational officer proceedings SL NO 3833/A1/2021 dated 29.10.2021 as per RTE act(Right

to Education Act) 2011 ,Recognition for the  LKG TO VIII grade from 01.09.2021 to 30 .06.2024 

2.As per Matriculation School regulations, Chief Educational officer proceedings SL NO 3833/A1/2021

dated 29.10.2021,  Recognition for the  IX TO X grades from 01.09.2021 to 30 .06.2024

❖ CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION (UNDER SECTION 12 (4) OF THE ACT)

❖ REGISTRATION NO. TDRD16513235267

PATHWAY CENTRE FOR REHABILITATION AND EDUCATION FOR MENTALLY 

RETARDED a unit of DR. D. M. C. TRUST, 12TH WEST, STREET, CHENNAI, Chennai, Tamil 

Nadu-600041 (SR/Company Act/ Public Charitable Trust : S.No.7 of 1985) Voluntary Organisation is 

registered with The National Trust. The Registration shall remain valid from 15/05/2021 to 14/05/2026 

❖ CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION FOR CSR ACTIVITIES FROM MINISTRY OF

CORPORATE AFFAIRS, GOVT OF INDIA 

 Registration No. CSR00015933 
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"HAVE THE POOR HELP 

THE POOR" 
Pathway began in 1975 with just two children 

in a small, rented house in Chennai, India.  

Dr. A D S N Prasad, an Audiologist and 

Speech Pathologist, sought to fill the void 

existing in the care and rehabilitation of the 

Intellectually Disabled adults and  children. 

From these humble beginnings grew an 

organization that has served almost   40,750 

children and adults  in a city center and two in 

rural agricultural centre.  

Prasad guides Pathway with the belief 

that 

"EVERY INDIVIDUAL SHOULD 

BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO 

UTILIZE THEIR POTENTIAL IN 

ORDER TO LIVE WITH DIGNITY 

AND SELF-RESPECT, 

REGARDLESS OF MENTAL OR 

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS.”  

Pathway is a voluntary, charitable, nonprofit and non - 

governmental organization which serves children and adults 

without any bias to religion, 

caste, creed, or any other 

consideration.  
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PATHWAY 
CENTRE FOR REHABILITATION & EDUCATION 

OF THE INTELLECTUAL DISABLED 

TEAM OF 

SPECIALISTS 

SPEECH 
PATHOLOGIST AND 

AUDIOLOGIST 
CON.PSYCHIATRIST 

SURGEON 
YOGA INSTRUCTOR 

PSYCHOLOGIST 
CREATIVE DRAMA 

AND ART THERAPIST 
PEDIATRICIAN 

PHYSIOTHERAPIST 
OCCUPATIONAL 

THERAPIST 
SPECIAL 

EDUCATORS 
DENTISTS 

NUTRITIONIST 
VOCATIONAL 
INSTRUCTOR 

CON. NEUROLOGIST 
PHYSICIANS etc
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CONDITION NO. OF CASES 

INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED 18426 

CEREBRAL PALSY 2363 

AUTISM 1628 

SPEECH DISORDERS & LANGUAGE DISORDERS 4987 

VOICE DISORDERS 315 

APHASIA 118 

LARYNGECTOMY 47 

STUTTERING & SIMILAR DISORDERS 330 

ORTHOPAEDIC & PHYSICAL CONDITIONS 6015 

LEARNING DISORDER 10 

FROM THE YEAR 1989 TO 2023 

INTELLECTUAL DISABLED
54%

CEREBRAL PALSY
7%

AUTISM
5%

SPEECH DISORDERS & 
LANGUAGE DISORDERS

14%

VOICE DISORDERS
1%

APHASIA
0%

LARYNGECTOMY
0%

STUTTERIN
G & 

SIMILAR 
DISORDER

S
1%

ORTHOPAEDIC & 
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

18%

LEARNING 
DISORDER

0%

CONDITIONS
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The human spirit is one of ability, perseverance and courage that no disability can steal away. One 

of our favorite ways to ignite this passion and jumpstart a happier and healthier lifestyle is by 

reading some amazing and motivating quotes from outstanding individuals. 

“Abled does not mean enabled. Disabled does not mean less abled.” 

 ― Khang Kijarro Nguyen 

“A hero is an ordinary individual who finds the strength to persevere and endure in spite of 

overwhelming obstacles.” –Christopher Reeve    

The Preamble to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) -2006, adopted 

by the United Nations, describes disability by stating that:  

“Disability results from the interaction between persons with impairments and attitudinal and 

environmental barriers that hinder their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis 

with others.” 

The Convention further emphasizes that “Persons with disabilities include those who have long term 

physical, mental, intellectual or sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may 

hinder their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others.” Both the 

expressions reflect a shift from a medical model to social model of disability. 

As per NSO information and report - Citing Census 2011, the report states that there are 26.8 million 

persons with disabilities in India, making up 2.21 per cent of the total population. There are 14.9 

million males and 11.9 million females with disabilities in India – accounting for 56 and 44 per cent 

of the total population of disabled persons. About 2.41 per cent of India’s male population and 2.01 

per cent of its female population reports having a disability. 

As many as 18 million persons with disabilities (69 per cent of the disabled population) live in rural 

India, and about eight million (31 per cent) live in urban areas. Roughly 2.45 per cent of persons with 

disabilities in India are from Scheduled Castes (SCs) and 2.05 per cent are from Scheduled Tribes 

(STs).  

The report presents data on the number of persons with different kinds of disabilities in the country. 

It says that 20 per cent of persons with disabilities report impairments in movement, 19 per cent face 

disability in seeing, 19 per cent in hearing, and seven per cent in speech. The report notes that six per 

cent of the disabled population faces ‘mental retardation’ or intellectual disability which results in 

difficulty in understanding, comprehension or communication. Over a fifth of all persons with 

disabilities in India are elderly persons, or those above 60 years of age. 

According to Census 2011 data, 61 per cent of children with disabilities (aged 5-19 years) are in an 

educational institution, 12 per cent have been in such institutions in the past, and 27 per cent have 

never attended one. The report states that 50 per cent of children with mental disabilities have never 

attended any educational institution. 

Citing Census 2011, the report notes that nearly a third of all persons with disabilities in India are 

working. This is the case for 47 per cent of the male and 23 per cent of the female disabled population. 

Among women with disabilities, 25 per cent of those in rural India, and 16 per cent of those in urban 

areas, are working. About 1.46 crore persons with disabilities are literate, accounting for 54.4 per 

cent of the disabled population. The report states that 22.4 per cent of the disabled population in rural 

areas, and 19.9 per cent in urban areas, reported receiving aid or help from the government. 

The Constitution of India guarantees “equality, freedom, justice and dignity” of all individuals – the 

report notes. The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, in May 2012, established the 
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Department of Empowerment of Persons with 

Disabilities (Divyangjan) to ensure focused 

attention to policy issues related to persons with 

disabilities and work towards their empowerment. 

Some of the critical schemes introduced by the 

government of India for the welfare of persons 

with disabilities are Deendayal Disabled 

Rehabilitation Scheme which aims to provide 

grants to non-governmental organisations for 

projects involving the rehabilitation of persons 

with disabilities, and related activities. 

 

We at Pathway continue to uphold our mission by 

trying to help the Intellectually Disabled in every sphere as possible. Moving with times we are also 

trying to strengthen our vocations to enable more  jobs for this group which are sustainable in nature. 

From inception more than 40,750 Intellectually Disabled children and adults have been served by 

Pathway  

 

❖ 50% are considered “trainable”  

❖ 35% have been placed in sheltered 

workshops and small businesses  

❖ 10-15% are profoundly retarded  

This unit caters to all disabled children regardless 

of their abilities and limitations. Each child is 

properly and comprehensively assessed with 

special educational tools. Base line scores are 

established for progress measurement. Parameters 

include:  

 

❖ Intelligence    

❖ Level of performance  

❖ Specific behavioral problems  

❖ Social integration  

CHILD ASSESSMENT 

CLASSIFICATIONS 

SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES 

PROFOUND ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING I 

SEVERE ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING II 

MODERATE TRAINABLE GROUP I 

MILD TRAINABLE GROUP II 

BORDERLINE EDUCABLE-TRAINABLE GROUP I 

 EDUCABLE-TRAINABLE GROUP II 

 EDUCABLE GROUP I 

 EDUCABLE GROUP II 

 PRE-VOCATIONAL GROUP  

 VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
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Data is used to formulate individual educational needs and programs. Once children have been 

thoroughly tested, they are classified according to degree of disability, and placed in the appropriate 

educational course for optimal rehabilitation. 

HOMEBOUND PROGRAM 

In addition to comprehensive care at its centers, Pathway has developed an outreach program that 

enables a child's therapy to continue at home. We have started going digital and serving many by 

way of doing video calls and helping to ease the parents or caregivers queries and acting as an 

emotional support too. This unique program was created to address the following needs: 

❖ Pathway attracts many children from different parts of India

❖ These children need a place to live while receiving treatment at Pathway.

❖ No facility in India has the means or capacity to house every child in its care.

How it works:

❖ A parent or family representative is trained by a rehabilitation expert at the center with

specific therapies for their child

❖ The parent give treatment to the child in their home

❖ The child must visit a Pathway center once every three months to be examined and

monitored by an expert

Benefits: 

❖ The family becomes involved in the child's care

❖ Family members attain a high level of proficiency in therapeutic treatment

❖ Housing costs are reduced for both the families and Pathway

❖ More children throughout India can be treated by Pathway professionals

❖ In 2022-2023 a total of 60 children participated in the Homebound Program

CHILDREN’S CARE EMMAUS 

"You who are suffering, whoever you are, come in, sleep, eat, regain hope, we 

love you here"…….Abbe Pierre 
We are in awe with the above words by the 

founder of the Emmaus movement in 1949. The 

purpose of The Children’s Care Emmaus 

association (IN THEIR OWN WORDS) mainly  is 

inspired by the motto: “Serve the most needy 

first”. It makes no distinctions between 

confessional, political or other views and has the 

purpose: 

a) To help children in difficult circumstances

mentally, spiritually and materially and to allow

them school attendance or professional education;
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b) To realize in this sense own aid projects and

to promote existing diverse projects of

development cooperation (sponsorships,

family aid, building projects, project

sponsorships,

      health and hygiene programs etc.); 

c) To cooperate with other local, national

or international organizations with similar

purposes.

It has been a great blessing that Pathway has 

been continuously receiving support from 

Children’s Care Emmaus, Berne. Currently 

20 children are being sponsored by the above 

esteemed organization. All the children are disabled. While some of them are destitute, the others are 

below poverty level. The money received is used for their physical, mental and spiritual development, 

informal clothes, healthy nutrition, medical care, adequate supervision, school attendance, school 

supplies and school uniforms etc. We are proud to be associated by this  wonderful supporter. 

We were totally overjoyed to learn that finally after 26 years of partnership with Emmaus that we 

would see them physically in Chennai for 

two days. We scrambled to make our plans 

for their visit and waited eagerly to receive 

them. Ms Cornelia and her husband arrived 

. we escorted them to our farm unit where 

they were given a rising welcome by all the 

students and staff equally. The couple met 

with the children, learnt about their 

activities and interacted with them . The 

children greeted our esteemed guests with 

flowers and greeting cards. 

The children of Chennai centre warmly 

welcomed them and a tour of the facility 

was arranged for them. Below is a 

screenshot of their experience.  
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THE DREAM HOUSE PROJECT –  EMMAUS PROJECT 

 

A dream house for a person with disability 

  

LIFE OF A DISABLED PERSON IN RURAL 

INDIA  

In rural India a child born with a disability is 

destined for a life of dependency. People with 

disabilities are vulnerable because of the many 

barriers they face: attitudinal, physical and 

financial. Addressing these barriers is within our 

reach and we have a moral duty to do so…but most 

important, addressing these barriers will unlock the 

potential of many people with so much to 

contribute to the world. Government overlooks the 

hundreds of millions of people with disabilities 

who are denied access to health, rehabilitation, 

support, education and employment – and never get 

a chance to shine. People with disabilities who are denied educations are then unable to find employment, 

driving them more deeply into poverty. Disabled are the poorest, for whom access to basic rights is a daily 

struggle. Exclusion from basic services results in reduced opportunities, isolation, poor health and poverty. 

They are also denied educations are then unable to find employment, driving them more deeply into poverty. 

Disability impacts social, economic and psychological aspects of a person’s life. Societies push a person with 

disability to take up the role of low status. Their social identity is defaced and this affects the individual’s 

economic status as well. 

 

I  

EDUCATION  

Education is the foundation for development; it leads to an improved quality of life, employment, social 

acceptance, inclusion and growth. Children with disabilities have very low rate of initial enrolment. Many 

disabled children are struggling to access the basic education. Even if they do attend the school, children with 

disabilities are more likely to drop out and leave school before completion and are also at increased risk of 

school violence, bullying, preventing without the safe enjoyment of their right to education. They will also be 

excluded from the mainstream society. Economic independence appears to be an elusive dream for them. 

EMPLOYMENT  

Disability is a matter which refers to the circumstances, the nature of which is less than perfect. No doubt 

these people face many obstacles in getting a job. Entering the world of work is a part of a 

major challenge for the disabled group. The disabled are the result of the attitude 

of society to underestimate this group are considered only hope for the mercy 

of the society and not eligible to get a job. Very few opportunities exist in the 

work place for people with disabilities. With the 

growing population and the lack of jobs, very few 

people with disabilities get paid employment. 

They are often confined to their homes and are 

dependent on their family for life.    

MEDICAL / REHABILITATION  

Disabled reside in rural areas where 

accessibility, availability, and utilization of 

rehabilitation services and its cost effectiveness 

which are the major issues to be considered. 

Medical and rehabilitation treatment does not reach the 

disabled children in the poor villages. Due to the high level 
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of illiteracy in villages, the families do not understand or know what benefits the government provides. In 

addition, villages are far from medical or rehabilitation centres, therefore transportation cost is another 

obstacle. 

ANANDH RAJ AND HIS DREAM HOUSE 

Anandh Raj was trained in sristi 

community as staff member and he has 

travelled with us for the past 5 years. He 

was born with cerebral palsy and as a result 

he has learning disability and physical 

disability. It saddening to hear that he was 

an orphan by birth and spent his childhood 

life in his grandmother’s house once she 

left him, he spent 5 years in Baby Sarah 

Home. Due to poor nutrition and lack of 

care and rehabilitation he is deprived of normal physical development. Inspire of all these misfortunes, Anandh 

Raj still shows such passion and 

determination. With support from Sristi he 

studied to become a health inspector. 

Despite his qualifications, he had trouble 

finding a job and in his experience it is a long 

and frustrating process to find employment.  

He is currently working as Member 

Associate as well as Care Giver for Sristi 

community. Being in this position he is 

working with all other community members, 

helping them with daily living skills and 

helping to manage their day to day activities. 

He is compassionate and his patience take 

him to the next level in hopes of providing comfort and support to our community members. He is a paid and 

valued member in community. Although Anandh Raj has had many setbacks in life, we cannot help but be 

impressed by the way he is still passionate about improving himself and his quality of life. Although Anandh 

Raj has found his family at sristi he has his 

own dreams of building a home and to live 

with his own family. Anandh Raj said that 

his past life was challenging and 

experienced discrimination in the society. 

He was bullied by his peer groups and he 

was devastated for a long period of time. 

He faced challenges on day to day basis. 

Anandh Raj is a strong person for when he 

lived with his grandmother, he did most of 

the household chores like by collecting 

firewood, cooking and washing clothes at a very young age and that taught him to live confident and self- 

reliant in the society. During the time he built up his resilience and faced the world with courage and positivity. 

He is confident that in spite of the disability it is absolutely possible to overcome the challenges and lead a 

fulfilling life. His life perception is happiness through simple things like being alive and being with family 

and friends. He would always say that the world would be a better place to live in if the differently abled are 

accepted without any bias. People need to change their attitude towards others and not to make pre- 

assumptions about people who are differently abled. Anandh Raj always involved in activities that makes 

other people happy and he committed himself to work and to ensure persons living with disabilities are not 

left out again and to empower them and to strengthen their capacity. He has a longing desire and a dream of 

having his own house and family to love and cherish and to experience a nuclear family life. His dream is to 
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Play with his child and to give all the love he lost when he was a child. Anandh Raj would always dream about 

his own house and your support of building a house would help him to realise his dream and to live a happy 

life in future and be an example for many disabled.   

Anandraj  and today his wife who too is 

disabled have been honoured by The Jean-

Luc Butel Vocational Excellence Award 

during the year of 2019 and 2022 

respectively at Pathway. Both are excellent 

workers and their social commitment is 

extraordinary. Pathway realized this couple 

dream by getting help from Emmaus to 

construct their dream house. It is very 

heartening to note that the couple pooled 

their resources and salaries which they had 

saved to buy a small piece of land close to their working place. We at Pathway feel totally escalated to note 

that the funds have been fruitfully used and now they are proud owners of their  home.  

 

People living with disability can live meaningful, satisfying and productive lives within their own 

communities, when we provide adequate support.  

 

VOCATIONAL JOB TRAINING & PLACEMENT 

 

Pathway realizes the importance of training since it 

is the process of imparting knowledge, skills and 

aptitude to perform desired job. A well planned 

and well executed training program can provide 

the following advantages:  

It helps in improving the level of performance 

and hence results in higher productivity. 

Uniformity of work methods and procedures 

helps to improve the quality of product or service 

A systematic training program reduces the cost 

and time drawn in learning. 

Good training helps in economical use of 

materials and machinery. 

• It reduces supervision. 

• It lowers the rate of accidents. 

• It boosts the morale of employees to 

perform the task/job efficiently. 

One of the key factors in helping people build 

self-esteem and self-sufficiency is having a job 

and earning an income. Pathway recognizes the 

unique challenges of training intellectually and 

physically disabled children and adults with skills 

that will qualify them for some type of 

rudimentary employment. As such, they have 

developed a comprehensive vocational program 

that includes several levels of training and 

development, as well as internal income-

generating activities and outside job placement. 
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Pre-vocational training includes utilizing teaching 

aids developed by the Pathway vocational staff, 

as no standardized tools exist in the ready market. 

These aids are specially designed to meet 

specific learning disabilities, determined by 

extensive testing and evaluation of each child.  

All children above age 14 are evaluated for 

trainability, and taught key values necessary for 

successful integration and job placement:  

• TIME MANAGEMENT

• HYGIENE

• SOCIAL INTERACTION

• RESPONSIBILITY

• AGE-APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR

• HEALTHY SENSE OF COMPETITION

• CLEANLINESS –PERSONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL

Pathway also requires each child to contribute to the cleaning and maintenance of each center. It is

the goal of the organization to replace as many

“normal” workers with the disabled in various

household functions. These activities provide

“on the job” training for many children.

Additionally, the pre-Vocational Training

methodology takes into consideration several

aspects of a given task, such as:

TYPE OF JOB  

PHYSICAL ENERGIES REQUIRED FOR A 

SPECIFIC JOB 

MASTERING A PARTICULAR SKILL 

TYPE OF VOCATION  NO. OF TRAINEES 

WEAVING 20 

GREETING CARD: HANDMADE 10 

JEWELLERY MAKING /PAPER MACHE 20 

SPECIAL ARTIFACT WITH BEADS 18 

BAKING 10 

MAKING OF PRESENTATION ITEMS  18 

GARDENING 12 

SELLING VARIOUS PRODUCE  4 

PACKAGING 2 

HELPERS 6 

CLEANING & BOOK BINDING 5 
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AUTISM AWARENESS DAY 2022 

We need to ensure that the rights, perspectives and well-being of persons with disabilities, including 
those with autism, are an integral part of building forward better from the pandemic.----António Guterres  
 

We at PATHWAY celebrated this beautiful 
day by flagging off a rally from our Chennai 
Centre by the Director followed by cultural 
and fun games. Children were all smiles and 
with their head high, stepped out with 
banners and posters along with lovely 
sparkly blue balloons with high spirits. Their 
message to the public was loud and clear. 

Their smiles did the trick.  
Everyone at 
PATHWAY expressed 
their support in blue 
attire to mark this 
special day. 
At the end of the rally 
they were treated with 
their favourite ice 
cream…  
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World Autism Awareness Day (WAAD) aims to put a spotlight on the hurdles that people with 
autism and others living with autism face every day. As a growing global health issue owing to its 
increasing exposure in the press and common knowledge, autism is an issue that is only gaining more 
understanding and WAAD activities are planned every year to further increase and develop world 
knowledge of children and adults who have autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 

What’s more, World Autism Awareness Day goes one step further to celebrate the unique talents of 
those with autism, while putting a huge focus on the warm embrace and welcome that these skills 
deserve through community events around the 
globe. Each year, World Autism Awareness Day 
has a different and unique theme and this year's 
theme for the day is "Inclusive Quality Education 
For All". Children at Pathway were not to be left 
behind in supporting this day though COVID had 
restrained their activities to work from home. 

Through online they sent their drawings and clay 
models to share their views and support their 
peers. 

AWAAZ APPLICATION 
A hands on training was conducted by our Social 
Welfare department regarding the application of 
AWAAZ AAC to empower the Special Educators 
and  therapists working with Special children by 
TN-ACE. The main features of this app are 
mentioned below-- 
Avaz empowers people to communicate their 
thoughts, emotions, ideas, needs and wants. 
Avaz can be used at home to communicate what 
they wish to eat and can also be used in school to 
access learning. Avaz is a picture and text-based 
AAC app that empowers children and adults with 
complex communication needs to express 
themselves and learn. Expressing thoughts, whenever and wherever, increases their confidence in 
their abilities. From communicating that they are happy to participating and learning in the 
classroom, Avaz helps with all! The seminar was attended by our therapists and Principal . The 
organisers donated a IPAD having the above featured application to our organization 
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WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 
2022 

 
World Environment Day is celebrated on June 5 every year to 
remind people about the importance of nature. It is the biggest 
international day for the environment. Led by the United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), and held annually 
since 1973. The theme of World Environment Day 2022 is 

“Only One Earth”, and Sweden is 
the host country for it. Under this 
theme, World Environment day will 
be observed, highlighting the need to 
live sustainably in harmony with 
nature. This day provides us with an 
opportunity to take responsible steps 

to preserve and enhance the 
environment.  
World Environment Day. The 
environment in which we live can 
be understood as a blanket that 
keeps life on the planet safe and 
sound. It plays a vital role in 
keeping living things healthy. It 
provides food, shelter, air, and 
fulfills all human needs. Likewise, 
it maintains ecological balance on 
earth. 
The biggest Environmental issues 
being the following 

 Public Health issue: Dirty water 
is the biggest health issue. It 
poses a threat to the quality of 
life and public health. The 
majority of people still don’t 
have access to water and toilets. 
Over a million people 
worldwide die from water, 
hygiene, and sanitation-related 
diseases, which could be 
reduced by safe water and 
sanitation access. 
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 Ozone Layer Depletion: The ozone 
layer protects the earth from harmful UV 
radiation coming from the sun. Its depletion has 
exposed us to such harmful radiation. We are 
prone to skin cancers, different types of eye 
diseases, abnormal growth of certain species, 
etc. 
 Deforestation:  Cutting down trees on a 
large scale poses a major threat to our 
environment. Forests are natural sinks of 
Carbon dioxide; they help in regulating 
temperature and rainfall, etc. If this is not 
stopped, soil erosion, increased greenhouse gas 
emissions, irregular rains, and flooding are 

some of the adverse effects on the 
environment. 

 Global Warming: This occurs when 
carbon dioxide and other air pollutants get 
collected in the atmosphere and absorb 
sunlight and solar radiation emitted from 
the earth’s surface. All this leads to a rise 
in the earth’s temperature causing natural 
disasters such as melting polar ice caps, 
flooding, droughts, and many others. 

The simple ways to solve the above can be 
considered as shown below- 
 Say no to plastics. Instead of using 

plastic bags, use environmentally 
friendly carry bags, such as bags made 
of paper (reuse them again and again), 
biodegradable bags, compostable bags, 
etc. 

 Plant more saplings: Trees play an 
important role in producing oxygen and 
absorbing carbon dioxide from the 
environment. Hence, it is important to 
make your environment greener around 
you. Forests play an important role in 
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absorbing and storing water, which prevents flooding 
of cities and other areas. Preserve and let it protect us 
in return. 

 Waste Segregation: Every day different type of waste 
are generated in our homes. It is important for us to 
identify and separate organic and inorganic wastes. 

For 
example, 

dust, 
aluminum 

cans, paper 
waste, and other types of dry waste are classified as 
inorganic, whereas food waste, fruit waste, and other 
wet types of waste are classified as organic waste.  
 Save Energy: Save electricity by switching off 
your appliances when they are not in use.  
Adopting alternative sources of energy: Switching to 
renewable sources of energy will not only save 
limited natural resources but will also reduce 
pollution. 

 
Pathway decided to do their mite by creating awareness of the same through our special education 
involving our children as shown below. 
The kids continued with their garden activities thus learning the importance of being responsible 
towards the earth The education included doing spring cleaning. 
Art is an excellent platform to execute our thoughts. We organized drawing competitions to 
encourage the students to understand the importance of environmental protection 
 

SEA SHELL MUSEUM EDUCATIONAL TOUR 
 
School Excursion to India Seashell 
Museum at Kalapakkam Road 
Mahabalipuram is Asia's Largest 
Seashell Museum with around 40,000 
Seashell specimens and 1000s of 
Specimen of Oysters and Other 
Aquarian creatures preserved in 
pristine conditions.  
The museum offered unique 
perspective on the following -  
SEASHELL MUSEUM  
PEARL MUSEUM  
DINOSAUR MUSEUM  
MAMALLA AQUARIUM  
GAME WORLD  
VR - VIRTUAL REALITY  and  3D ART 
GALLERY  
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MAYA BAZAAR - EXCLUSIVE SHOPPING 
PLACE FOR SHELLS & PEARLS" 
One can date back on the history of the seashell 
museum. A seashell enthusiast and lover, K Raja 
Mohamed, once upon a time, set across to collect 
seashells from across all the places that he 
happened to visit. He had a dream. And it was 
about creating a museum of his own with amazing 
varieties of seashells collected from across the 
world. After 33 years of meticulous effort and 
wonderful zeal, this person actually went ahead 
and opened a museum. That’s how the India 
Seashell Museum came into being in the first 
place. Actually, K Raja Mohamed sold out his 
family property to build this museum. Finally, the 
India Seashell Museum was opened to the public 
in 2013. It all started when K Raja Mohamed made 
a trip to Sri Lanka in 1980. After that he visited 
Kenya, Thailand, Vietnam, America and several 
other destinations, collecting different sea shells on 
his journey.  

In total there are some 6000 different varieties of 
seashell species. And Mohamed managed to 
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capture some 2300 of these. They are proudly on display at India Seashell Museum. However, his 
quest was still not over. He knew he can’t collect all of them as one lifetime is not enough for it but 
he just wanted to collect as many more as possible. 
The gallery 3 caught the children’s eye since it depicted the story of pearls. The guide patiently 
informed the kids about the three important stages in the formation of a pearl 
And pointing out the beautiful raw, unpolished pearls and pearls in the shells. It was indeed 
fascinating to see the  curious looks on the kids faces.  

The other most important gallery was the 
artistic items which were created out of Oyster 
shells. The xtreme artistic skill of the creator 
was nothing short of uniqueness. They saw a 
train, plane, car etc. Their excitement was 
indeed something to be recored.  They hurried 
from the aquarium to enjoy the spectatcle at the 
dinosaur park. Everything comes alive and one 

gets energosed and motivated when the 
contagious smile of the children spreads the 
happiness 
We took the children on a trip to Mahabalipuram 
which is a historical place near Chennai. They 
enjoyed visiting this museum. The other 
attractions were viewing the fish aquarium and 
dinosaur park. This was clubbed with a horse 
ride and some fun activities at the beach.  
 

VIDIYAL FOUNDATION PROGRAMME , CONDUCTED 
BY ROTRACT FOUNDATION, AMBATTUR 

On the 18th of June, 55 members including 
staff and children participated in VIDIYAL 
an event conducted by the Rotaract Club of  
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Ambattur to promote the talent of the special 
children at DG Vaishnav College auditorium at 
Arumbakkam. 

Children from various special schools 
participated in the above-conducted event like 
solo and group 
dance, skit, 
singing, and 
mimicry. 

The children of 
Pathway 

performed  a solo 
and group dance along with mimicry and fashion 
walk. The solo was performed by Karthikeyan 
and Group by Madhavan, Joseph, Naveen, rani, 
Vani, Dhanam, Aishwariya and Afsheen. This 
was followed by mimicry by Kartikeyan and the 
Fashion walk was executed by Vasanth, Arun, 
Subash, Kiruba and Karthikeyan. We are proud 
to acknowledge that our students participated 
and were honored with appreciation gifts, award, 
and plaque. 
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2022 THEME: "YOGA FOR HUMANITY” 
 

This year the theme for 
the celebration is 
"Yoga for humanity". 
The theme has been 
selected after much 
deliberation / 
consultation and it 

appropriately 
portrays, how during 

the peak of Covid-19 
pandemic, yoga served the humanity in alleviating the sufferings and in the emerging post-Covid 
geo-political scenario too, it will bring people together through compassion, kindness, foster a sense 
of unity and build resilience among people world over. It helps prevent and control 
noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) — cardiovascular diseases, cancer, chronic respiratory diseases 
and diabetes, among others — that are a rising cause of disability and premature death. 

United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, in his Yoga 
message for 2022, said that this year's theme reminds everyone 
“how yoga is truly universal.” On how yoga has helped people 
during the COVID-19 
pandemic, he added, “For 
hundreds of millions of 
people worldwide, yoga 
has also been an essential 
lifeline during the COVID-
19 pandemic, providing an 

important means of coping 
with the challenges of social isolation and stress.” 
 

ART FESTIVAL FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 
 
ART festival for children with special was conducted by RRTC.  This drawing talent show for the 
special children was conducted on 26th of june  at Blue Irish Hotel Ammaithakarai. Our children 
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participated with full enthusiasm.  Their practice 
resulted in receiving gifts and awards from the 
above mentioned trust. 

DOCTOR’S DAY 
 
Every year, 

National 
Doctor’s Day is 
observed on 
July 1 in the 
memory of Dr 
Bidhan Chandra 
Roy, the former Chief 
Minister of Bengal, who 
was known for his 

selfless service to humanity. The day, commemorated by 
Indian Medical Association (IMA), celebrates all doctors 
and healthcare workers who have been tirelessly serving 
people by risking their own lives. 
Dr Roy was born on July 1, 1882, and passed away on the 

same 
day 
in 

1962. 
Also 
called 
Doctors’ Day, it has been celebrated across the 
nation every year since 1991. The theme this year 
is ‘Family doctors on the front line.’ 
 Doctor’s Day is celebrated globally on different 
dates. The date changes from country to country. 
National Doctor’s Day marks the role of doctors 
who work tirelessly to ensure that patients remain 
in good health. The day celebrates the efforts 
taken by the healthcare staff for their hard work 
and dedication and honours the contributions 
made by the doctors and healthcare 
professionals, along with the numerous sacrifices 
they have made to save millions of lives. Amid 
pandemic, many of the frontline workers had 
sacrificed their lives in order to save another one. 
We are so grateful to all the health care workers 
for their tireless effort and dedication offered to 
our children at all emergencies regardless of 
time. The Kids drew pictures that symbolizes 
importance of the doctors with the help of their 
educators and also prepared greeting cards to 
give to their doctors and nurses. The staff helped 
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the children to dress up and enact as the doctor and patient, the children were able to understand the 
necessity of a doctor’s role in the society. They were also educated about the importance of vegetable 
and fruits in our day-to-day life. ---- 

“Medicines Cure Diseases, but Only Doctors can Cure Patients” 
 

THE 9TH PATHWAY EXCELLENCE AWARD 

 
The Pathway Excellence award was 
conferred in a glittering ceremony  recently 
at the farm.  The open air hall was tastefully 
decorated with colorful buntings of silk and 
brocade with a large stage with an attractive 
digital backdrop announcing the Excellence 
Awards.  These awards were conferred on 
meritorious poorest rural children of Tamil 
Nadu selected from all over the state. This 
concept of bestowing awards on such 
children was conceived 14 years ago. 
Pathway being an organization serving the 
disabled and the poor wanted to focus on the 
needy children who show promise in their 
scholastic performance. The mandate of the 
organization has been to serve the most 
needy and deserving children without any bias  to their religion, caste or any other consideration. It 
is the aim of the organization to discover the uncut gems, unsung heroes who live in the dusty rural 

areas of the state without being recognized. 
The aim of Pathway also has been to 
uncover the potential of highly deserving 
children who are generally neglected or 
marginalized by the society because of their 
obvious problems, such as, poverty, lack of 
opportunities, poor facilities in the rural 
areas, etc. Pathway decided to select 
children from these remote areas of the 
state through proper selection process. A 
clear cut criteria was evolved by the 
organization, where  the selection panel 
analyzed various challenges and 
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shortcomings of each student from various public or government 
run schools, corporation schools or orphanages in the state. The 
panel also studied the performance of each short listed student in 
his/ her scholastic achievement as well as in their all round 
achievement.  
We celebrated PATHWAY EXCELLENCE AWARD event on 
the 9th July 2022 where all our three centres gathered to 
participate. This 9TH PATHWAY EXCELLENCE AWARD was 
given in honor of our WONDERFUL SUPPORTERS  
Late Judge William Sheffield 
Late Dr A D S N Prasad 
Mr Gary Sabin 
Mr William P Benac 
Mr Jean-Luc Butel 
Ms Pamela-Alex Martinez 
Mr Tim and Karen Fewkes 
Mr William P Benac Jr 

The Pathway Excellence 
Awards -2022 was given to 10 
staff and 9  students who have 
triumphed despite hardships in a 
variety of endeavors as well as 
their studies. Our children have 
done exceptionally well in their 
academics. Despite the 
challenges, they all gave their 
utmost effort and completed 
their studies with flying colors. 
Each of them achieved grades 
of over 90% in almost every 
subject. Many of them were 

first-time school goers who 
came from uneducated parents. Each of the  recipient award 
youngster received a garland, shawl, medal, and financial 
reward. 
 The best student of the school was Naveen. He completed his 
studies at Adhiparashakthi Matriculation Higher
Secondary School, Melmaruvathur. This young 
person did extraordinarily well on both exams, scoring 98 
percent on the SSLC and a 96.5 percent on the HSC. 
Additionally, he received 100 percent marks in science on his 
board exam for the 10th grade and 100 percent in commerce 
and accountancy on his board exam for the higher secondary 
level. His father is a proud farmer, and his mother is a 
housewife. Your grades speak volumes about you. Best 
wishes for the future and sincere congrats.  
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The next award went to 
Srimathi. Srimathi is a proud 
alumnus of the pathway. She 
completed her studies at our 
school and scored the best 
mark (93.6%) on the board 
exams for the 10th grade. She 
has been actively involved in 
all cultural activities since she 
was in kindergarten, she 
achieved the school's second-
best mark on the higher 
secondary board exams with a 
score of 96 percent. She 
joined Pathway when she was 
a newborn, and it is fantastic 
to see her accomplishment 
now.  
The next honor was received 
by Priyadarshini. 
Priyadharshini is a vivacious 
young woman from the 
village  Ellapakam. Her 
mother is a housewife and her 
father drives a truck. She 
completed her studies at the 
government higher secondary 
school in Ellapakam Village, 
she scored 85.4 percent on her 
SSLC board exams and 72.6 
percent on her HSC board 
examinations. This young 

lady wants to be a doctor when she grows up. Despite her difficulties, 
she made sure to work harder on her studies and did her best.  
Three  very special awards were presented to our very Special 
Children Karthikeyan, Beena and Kiresh who in spite of their inborn 
disabilities proved that disabilities are just in the mind. One can 
achieve even the most impossible if one wants to. Karthikeyan 
completed 10th grade, Beena has climbed the ladder to head the 
Bakery Section independently and Kiresh manages our 
Hydrotherapy pool immaculately. 
The next award went to Sivakami. Sivakami works as a vocational 
trainer for the Sristi  Foundation in Kanamangalam Village. She 
exemplifies the importance of emphasizing abilities rather than 
limitations. She definitely is a source of inspiration to all of us. 
Saranya received the next award. She is an enthusiastic student who 
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studied at the govt girls' higher secondary school in Acharapakkam. She achieved first place in both 
of her board examinations and she is the school's top student. She aspires to join Indian 
Administrative Services. She lost her father at a very young age, and lately, her mother passed away 
from cancer. Despite sad occurrences during those years, she achieved 87 percent on the SSLC exam 
and 91 percent on the hsc exam. We appreciate your dedication and determination, Ms. Saranya since 
we know it takes a lot of mental strength to concentrate on learning at such difficult times. She is  an 
example for many others. 
 
Yuvarani. S is a  charming young lady who attended the government girl’s higher secondary school 
in Acharapakkam,, she obtained remarkable results in both the HSC and SSLC exams, scoring 81.83 
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and 89.4 percent respectively. This remarkable young girl wants to work as a nurse when she grows 
up ..Her father is a daily wage worker, while her mother stays at home. Despite her impoverishment, 
she has proven to us the importance of discipline, dedication, and hard work. She deserved the honor 
bestowed on her. 
 
The evening was further enhanced by cultural programme performed by the kids. The first being a 
welcome dance by our kindergarten kids based on the below message—"Say No when somebody 
raises an axe to destroy trees, Say Yes to Plant Trees." 
 
“A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself. Forests are the lungs of our land, purifying the air and 
giving fresh strength to our people.” Said ― Franklin D. Roosevelt—how rightfully said . 
 
This was followed by a mime from our Sabin group which received a full round of applause. Not to 
be left behind were our children from Chennai centre. As the Austrian writer Vicki Baum once said, 
"There are shortcuts to happiness and dancing is one of them.",  
Our children were there to enlighten the waves of happiness through their semi-classical dance. 
Semi-classical dance involves less intricate and sophisticated movements than full classical styles.  
Most importantly the originality of the Indian dance style is maintained. 
Out of the 9 versatile types of Indian Classical dance, such as  
Bharatanatyam, Tamil Nadu (Southeastern India)  
Manipuri Dance, Manipur (North-eastern India)  
Kathak (Northern India)  
Odissi Dance, Orissa (Eastern India)  
Kathakali. (Kerala). (Southwestern India). 
Mohiniattam. (Kerala)  
Kuchipudi(Andhra Pradesh) (Southeastern India)  
Sattriya Dance(Assam-Northeastern India) 
Chhau dance (Jarkhand)-(Eastern India) 
The kids performed a fusion of North India’s style Kathak and South India’s  style Bharatanatyam. 
The above followed with a video presentation of all the centre’s current work and ended with national 
anthem. A special dinner was arranged for all to mark this wonderful occasion. 
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JUDGE WILLIAM SHEFFIELD 

Dearest GRANDPA JUDGE SHEFFIELD 
Until we meet again 

We think about you always, 
We talk about you still, 

You have never been forgotten 
And you never will 

We hold you close within our hearts 
And there you will remain, 

To walk and guide us through our lives 
Until we meet again 

-----ENTIRE PATHWAY FAMILY 

Honorable  William Sheffield, Formerly Judge of the Superior 
Court of California, Orange county. He is a great supporter from 
the past two decades and co founder of Pathway.  He earned his 
degree from California State University, Long Beach and 
attended Law school at the University of California, Berkeley. 
Judge Sheffield has been a great friend of India from the past 
several years, has served as a member of Indira Gandhi’s 
defence team in the late 1970s right from the times of Prime 
Minister late Mrs Indira Gandhi, late Mr. Rajiv Gandhi and 

current leadership, whom he knows  very well.  Former Professor 
in Law, Western State University, Fullerton, also served as ADR 
Consultant to the Government of India. 

At Southern California he has been an active 
mediator/arbitrator, having conducted over 5000 mediations and 
arbitrations, now exclusively with Judicate West. Sheffield has 
been named among the Top Twenty Neutrals in California by 
the Daily Journal. He has also been named among the Top 
Lawyers in America. Since his retirement, Sheffield has been 
hired by the Los Angeles Unified School District to investigate 

complaints of 
retaliatory suspensions of students for actions by 
their parents in a San Fernando Valley Middle 
School. 

He has been instrumental in supporting Pathway’s 
efforts for over two decades in its large scale 
expansion as well as in its service to  hundreds of 
needy children and adults with various needs. A 
man with great vision, compassion and love for 
children has dedicated his life to uplift Indian 
children in a big way by raising and contributing 
crores of rupees to the organization. 
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William Sheffield was an American attorney and 
retired judge in the state of California. He was 
a general legal counsel for The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS 
Church) in the Asia Area of the church 
Sheffield has also served as a judge in the 
Superior Courts of California, Orange 
County. Sheffield earned his undergraduate 
degree from California State University, 
Long Beach. and then attended law school 
at the University of California, Berkeley. 
From 1983 to 1985 Sheffield was a judge on 
the Superior Court of California, sitting in 

Orange County. He also served as a member 
of Indira Gandhi's defense team in the late 1970s. In 1985, Sheffield resigned his judgeship and went 
to Yale Divinity School. At the time Sheffield began attending services of the Methodist Church. 
ADR Consultant to the Government of India 
He is associated with Pathway from 1989. 
 
Upon completion of his assignment for the 
Church in 1990, Sheffield returned to 
Southern California where he has been an 
active mediator/arbitrator, having conducted 
over 5000 mediations and arbitrations, now 
exclusively with Judicate West. Sheffield 
has been named among the Top Twenty 
Neutrals in California by the Daily Journal. 
He has also been named among the Top 
Lawyers in America. Since his retirement, 
Sheffield has been hired by the Los Angeles 
Unified School District to investigate complaints of retaliatory suspensions of students for actions 
by their parents in a San Fernando Valley Middle School. 
Judge William "Banana Bill" Sheffield has never shied away from his ambitions. After graduating 
from California State University, Long Beach, with a degree in philosophy, he worked with former 
classmate Steven Spielberg on a year-long film project, but just didn't see promise in Hollywood. At 
one point, he even served as legal counsel for embattled Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. But 

none of this would compare to an invention he 
created in the hope of truly changing the world: 
the banana slicer. 
Yes, that banana slicer. The yellow plastic 
device became a viral meme almost two 
years ago, when it inspired thousands of 
hilarious, satirical customer reviews online. 
But the story behind it goes back nearly 25 
years. And as strange as it may sound, 
Sheffield's story embodies the American 
dream. Aside from an entrepreneurial spirit, 
the biggest driver of his innovative spirit is 
his faith. 
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The gregarious inventor sent prototypes 
to political leaders as well. President 
George H. W. Bush and First Lady 
Barbara Bush called the invention 
"special". The Queen's personal chef 
responded, thanking Sheffield for his 
"great invention". And Banana Bill's hard 
work paid off: throughout the early 
Nineties, he sold nearly 1 million slicers. 
More than 60 per cent of the proceeds 
went directly to fund the orphanage in 
India, now known as Pathway. In the late 
Seventies, the orphanage supported about 
20 disabled children. Thanks in part to 
Sheffield's banana slicer, Pathway now serves 
more than 500 people daily and has helped over 40,000. Entrepreneurial spirit: Sheffield's banana 
slicer became a viral meme 
Sheffield's grandiose stories perfectly mirror his advice on innovation: "If you have the tenacity, the 
energy, and commitment to do it, it doesn't matter if it is a banana slicer, an automobile, or an iPhone 
5. You can sell anything you want as long as you commit to it and you're creative. And don't let 
anyone tell you it won't work."  
 
Below are some excerpts taken from biography of Prasad’s book 
which add value to this great soul who left us in 14th July 2022---- 
 
Judge William Sheffield is certainly known as a judge, lawyer, 
arbitrator, a great soul, etc., but not many here know that he is an 
inventor Yes ! He invented a Banana Slicer and rightly called it the 
Bill Banana Slicer. This Slicer is very attractively engineered now 
available all over the U.S. The proceeds of the sale of this slicer were 
donated to Pathway by the inventor. After the Sunday lunch there was 
a reporter who wanted to interview Judge William Sheffield and this 
lady asked Judge Sheffield to kindly say a few things about his early life. A very interesting aspect 
of his life was revealed. Before joining the well known law school 
at Berkeley, Judge William Sheffield and a friend of his known as 
Steven were at the movies, and they reached a tight spot and were 
unable to complete this picture and both these young men 
separated, Judge Sheffield decided to join law and pursue the legal 
carrier instead. The interesting feature was this that young Steven 
who was a partner with Judge Sheffield was 

none other than the Internationally 
renowned Film Director Steven 

Speilburg. !! Judge Sheffield said 
he has no regrets to get away from 
that life of billions, and he was 
grateful to serve the Lord by 

serving the needy. What a great man 
he is! 
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KAMARAJAR’S BIRTHDAY 
 
Kumaraswami Kamaraj (15 July 1903– 2 October 
1975), popularly known as Kamarajar was an 
Indian independence activist and politician who 
served as the Chief Minister of Madras State 
(Tamil Nadu) from 13 April 1954 to 2 October 
1963. He was the founder and the president of the 
Indian National Congress, widely acknowledged 
as the "Kingmaker" in Indian politics during the 
1960s. He also served as the president of the 
Indian National Congress for two terms i.e., four 
years between 1964–1967 and was responsible 
for the elevation of Lal Bahadur Shastri to the 
position of Prime Minister of India after Nehru's 
death and Indira Gandhi after Shastri's death. He 
was the Member of Parliament, Lok Sabha 
during 1952–1954 and 1969–1975. He was 
known for his simplicity and integrity. He played 
a major role in developing the infrastructure of 
the Madras state and worked to improve the 
quality of life of the needy and the disadvantaged. 
 
As the president of the INC, he was instrumental 
in steering the party after the death of Jawaharlal Nehru. 
As the chief minister of Madras, he was responsible for bringing free education to the disadvantaged 
and introduced the free Midday Meal Scheme while he himself did not complete schooling. He was 
awarded with India's highest civilian honour, the Bharat Ratna, posthumously in 1976. US Vice-
president Hubert Humphrey, referred to Kamaraj as "one of the greatest political leaders in all the 
countries of the free world" in January 1966. 
 
Kamaraj was born on 15 July 1903 in Virudhunagar, TamilNadu, to Kumaraswami Nadar and 
Sivakami Ammal. His name was originally Kamatchi, later changed to Kamarajar. His father 
Kumaraswami Nadar was a merchant. Kamaraj had a younger sister named Nagammal. Kamaraj was 
first enrolled in a traditional school in 1907 and in 1908 he was admitted to Yenadhi Narayana 

Vidhya Salai. In 1909 Kamaraj was admitted in Virudupatti 
High School. Kamaraj's father died when he was six years 
old, his mother was forced to support the family.  
 
The 120th birth anniversary of late Chief Minister K. 
Kamaraj was celebrated in all schools as ‘Education 
Development Day’ with various competitions and cultural 
events. The children at Pathway celebrated this day with 
full enthusiasm, The drawings of this Late leader  made by 
the children were exceptional and it was kept for display. 
The teachers applauded the kids for their efforts which 
brought in many a smiles . 
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COMMUNITY-BASED REHABILITATION PROGRAM-
2022-2023 

As per WHO the meaning of Rehabilitation is defined as “a set of interventions designed to optimize 
functioning and reduce disability in individuals with health conditions in interaction with their 
environment”. Rehabilitation is an essential part of universal health coverage along with promotion 
of good health, prevention of disease, treatment and palliative care. 

Our team of physiotherapists, nurses, 
and home trainers along with the 
doctors have conducted community-
based rehabilitation in various in and 
around two districts Villupuram and 
Chengalpattu covering 10 villages like 
----- 

Chengalpattu district 

1. Vaippanai
2. Theetalam
3. Alapakkam
4. L.Endathur
5. Kadamboor
6. Papanallur
7. Pasuvangaranai
8. Semboondi
9. Kiliyanagar
10. Ottakovil village

Every beneficiary selected has been assisted with the required therapies which are being continued. 
Their families are supported by way of 
provision, medical need, and basic 
personal necessities covering more 
than 200. 

We at Pathway are committed to 
uplifting and providing the best in the 
education and rehabilitation process. 

CBR is a community development 
strategy that aims to enhance the 
quality of life for people with 
disabilities and their families, and 
ensure their inclusion and 
participation in the community 
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This is helping us to build awareness 
regarding   the diversity within the 
community, including 
diversity in functioning of people with 
disabilities, older persons and 
children. It also has helped in bringing 
in more positive attitude. Greater 
understanding of disability rights 
becomes more important since 
everybody in the community feels 
wanted and is not left behind in the 
social group. In actual terms 
rehabilitation helps a child, adult or 
older person to be as independent as 
possible in everyday activities and 
enables participation in education, 
work, recreation and meaningful life 

roles such as taking care of family. It does so by addressing underlying conditions (such as pain) and 
improving the way an individual functions in everyday life, supporting them to overcome difficulties 
with thinking, seeing, hearing, communicating, eating or moving around. 
 
Anybody may need rehabilitation at some point in their lives, following an injury, surgery, disease 
or illness, or because their functioning has declined with age. 
Some examples of rehabilitation include: 
 

 Exercises to improve a person’s speech, language and communication after a brain injury. 
 Modifying an older person’s home environment to improve their safety and independence at 

home and to reduce their risk of falls. 
 Exercise training and education on healthy living for a person with a heart disease. 
 Making, fitting and educating an individual to use a prosthesis after a leg amputation. 
 Positioning and splinting techniques to assist with skin healing, reduce swelling, and to regain 

movement after burn surgery. 
 Prescribing medicine to reduce muscle stiffness for a child with cerebral palsy. 
 Psychological support for a person with depression. 
 Training in the use of a white cane, for a person with vision loss. 
 

Rehabilitation is highly person-centered, 
meaning that the interventions and approach 
selected for each individual depends on their 
goals and preferences. Rehabilitation 
can be provided in many different 
settings, from inpatient or outpatient 
hospital settings, to private clinics, 
or community settings such as an 
individual’s home. Our 
rehabilitation workforce is made 
up of different health workers, like 
physiotherapists, occupational therapists, speech and language therapists and audiologists, clinical 
psychologists, doctors and nurses . The benefits of Rehabilitation can reduce the impact of a broad 
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range of health conditions, including diseases (acute or chronic), illnesses or injuries. It can also 
complement other health interventions, such as medical and surgical interventions, helping to achieve 
the best outcome possible. 
 
We try to reach out to the most vulnerable group and try to support them with our limited resources. 
A bond of trust is formed between the health worker and the beneficiary. This allows us to serve and 
reach out to the most needy and disadvantaged group. Our mission is to help as many as we can not 
just in numbers but qualitatively too.  
 

RURAL AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT AND 

AWARDS 2022  
Receiving the BEST NGO OF THE YEAR award from 
Rural & Urban Development Summit & Awards 2022 with 
University Partner - SRM University & presented by the 
Government of India & implemented by Summentor Pro 
Sales & Marketing Consultants at India Habitat Centre  

The esteemed panel presented by the Government of India, 
were 
 Shri Ashwini Kumar Choubey - Hon'ble Minister of 
State Environment & Forestry - Govt of India  
 Smt Sadhvi Niranjan Jyothi - Hon'ble Minister of Rural 
Development - Govt of India  
 Shri Kaushal Kishore - Hon'ble Minister of State Urban 
Affairs - Govt of India  

 
 

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION 
 
The Independence Day of India, which is celebrated religiously throughout the Country on the 
15th of August every year, holds tremendous ground in the list of national day since it reminds every  
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Indian about the dawn of a new beginning, the beginning of an 
era of deliverance from the clutches of British colonialism of 
more than 200 years. It was on 15th August 1947 that India was 
declared independent from British colonialism, and the reins of 
control were handed over to the leaders of the Country. India's 
gaining of independence was a tryst with destiny, as the struggle 
for freedom was a long and tiresome one, witnessing the 
sacrifices of many freedom fighters, who laid down their lives on 
the line. 

President Droupadi Murmu’s speech-- 
My heartiest greetings in advance to all Indians living in the country and abroad on the eve of the 
76th Independence Day. I am delighted to address you on this momentous occasion. India is 
completing 75 years as an independent nation. Fourteenth August is observed as 'Partition Horrors 
Remembrance Day' so as to promote social harmony, unity and empowerment of people. Tomorrow 
marks the day when we had freed ourselves from the shackles of colonial rulers and decided to 
reshape our destiny. As all of us celebrate the anniversary of that day, we bow to all those men and 
women who made enormous sacrifices to make it possible for us to live in a free India. 
It is a cause of celebration not only for all of us but also for every advocate of democracy around the 
world. When India won independence, there were many international leaders and experts who were 
skeptical about the success of democratic form of government in India. They had their reasons to be 
doubtful. In those days, democracy was limited to economically advanced nations. India, after so 
many years of exploitation at the hands of foreign rulers, was marked by poverty and illiteracy. But 
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we Indians proved the skeptics wrong. Democracy not only grew roots in this soil, it was enriched 
too. 

In most other well-established democracies, women had to wage long-drawn struggles to get the right 
to vote. But India adopted universal adult franchise right since the beginning of the Republic. Thus, 
the makers of modern India enabled each and every adult citizen to participate in the collective 
process of nation-building. Thus, India can be credited to have helped the world discover the true 
potential of democracy. 

I believe this was not a coincidence. At the beginning of civilisation, saints and seers of this land had 
developed a vision of humanity that was defined by equality of all; indeed, oneness of all. The great 
Freedom Struggle and its leaders like Mahatma Gandhi re-discovered our ancient values for modern 
times. Then, it is no wonder our democracy has Indian characteristics. Gandhiji advocated 
decentralisation and power to the people. 

For 75 weeks now, the nation has been commemorating these noble ideals that won us freedom. In 
March 2021, we began the 'Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav' with the re-enactment of the Dandi March. 
This way, our celebrations began with a tribute to that watershed event which had put our struggle 
on the world map. This festival is dedicated to the people of India. Based on the success achieved by 
the people, the resolve to build 'Atmanirbhar Bharat' is also a part of this Mahotsav. Citizens from 
all age-groups have keenly participated in a series of events held across the country. This grand 
festival is going ahead with the 'Har Ghar Tiranga Abhiyan'. The Indian tricolours are fluttering in 
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every nook and corner of the country. Great martyrs would have 
been thrilled to see the spirit of the Independence Movement 
coming alive again on such a massive scale. 
 
Our glorious Freedom Struggle was waged bravely across the vast 
territory of our country. Many great freedom fighters did their duty 
and passed on the torch of awakening leaving little trace of their 
heroic deeds. Forgotten for long were many heroes and their 
struggles, especially among the peasant and tribal populations. The 
government's decision last year to observe 15th November as 
'Janajatiya Gaurav Divas' is welcome because our tribal heroes are 

not merely local or regional icons but they inspire the entire nation. 
 
Our beloved country has given us everything we have in our life. We should pledge to give everything 
we can for the sake of safety, security, progress and prosperity of our country. Our existence will 
become meaningful only in building a glorious India. The great nationalist poet Kuvempu, who 
enriched Indian literature through Kannada language, had written: 

Naanu aliwe, Neenu aliwe 
Namma elubugal mele 

Mooduvudu – Mooduvudu 
Navabharatda leele 

Which means: 
'I will pass 
So will you 

But on our bones will arise 
The great tale of a new India' 

 
This is a clarion call of the nationalist poet for making total sacrifice for the motherland and 
upliftment of fellow citizens. To follow these ideals is my special appeal to the youth of the country 
who are going to build the India of 2047. Before I conclude, I would like to extend Independence 
Day greetings to the armed forces, to the members of Indian missions abroad, and to the Indian 
diaspora who continue to make their motherland proud. My best wishes to all of you. 
 
Prime minister Narendra Modi’s speech-- 
Best wishes to my dear countrymen on the momentous occasion of completion of 75 years of 
Independence. Many congratulations to all! It is heartening to see our tricolor being unfurled with 
pride, honor and glory, not only in all the corners of India, but also worldwide by Indians who love 
their country immensely. I extend my heartiest congratulations to all the people spread across the 
globe who love India. My heartfelt greetings to all my dear Indians on this Amrit Mahotsav festival 
of celebrating our freedom. This is a day of historic importance. This is an auspicious occasion to 
step forward on a new path, with a new resolution and a new strength. 
 
At Pathway we celebrated this 76th Independence event with great respect. Our director hoisted our 
prestigious  national flag with great reverence followed by our national anthem. Our kids at Pathway 
who had started attending the day care all with the residential put up a performance on this special 
day. With the help of the staff they participated in various cultural like dance, singing, fancy dress 
etc. The other children along with the parents attended the online sessions regarding the same. The 
fancy dress articipants were Karthik, Sabarish, Iswarya, Bhuvanesh, Srikanth, Peter and Keerthana, 
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A solo dance performance was executed by R Karthik followed a group dance by Prasanna, Beena, 
Joseph and Madhavan. 
 
At the end of the event the entire team was served chocolates and cake along with breakfast which 
was graciously presented by our DDRO office, Chennai 
 

INDIAN POSTAL DEPARTMENT 
 

For more than 150 years, the Department of Posts (DoP) has been the backbone of the country’s 
communication and has played a crucial role in the country’s social economic development. It 
touches the lives of Indian citizens in many ways: delivering mails, accepting deposits under Small 
Savings Schemes, providing life insurance cover under Postal Life Insurance (PLI) and Rural Postal 
Life Insurance (RPLI) and providing retail services like bill collection, sale of forms, etc. The DoP 
also acts as an agent for Government of India in discharging other services for citizens such as 
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) wage disbursement 
and old age pension payments. With more than 1,55,000 post offices, the DoP has the most widely 
distributed postal network in the world.  
 
It not only connects the people but also fosters a well-informed citizenry. The Indian Postal Service 
has various benefits, including the administration of mail and post offices, management of postal 
services, expanding the postal network inside every division, etc. 
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Postal system in Tamilnadu 
originated during the days of 
the East India Company. 
What started as a scheme to 
convey the mails of the East 
India Company and its 
servants in the erstwhile 
Madras, has now grown into 
a mammoth system handling 
over 80 lakhs of mail per day. 
After Independence, the Five 
Year Plans laid emphasis on 
expansion of communication 
facilities as an integral part of 
the socio-economic 
development. During the first 
Five Year Plan period, the 
number of post office 

increased three-fold. Rural delivery system was strengthened and Tamilnadu circle was the first to 
extend daily delivery service to all the villages, from March 1976. 
 
Reorganisation of the States resulted in carving Andhra, Karnataka and Kerala Postal Circles out of 
the composite Madras Circle. The present day Tamilnadu Postal Circle came into being in the year 
1961.It was a matter of pride  to have been selected as Chief Guest to hoist the national flag on this 
auspicious Independence day celebration.  
 
We were given a very warm reception by more than 50 postal service people who presented our 
Director with flowers, shawl and bouquet. Pathway as a mark of gratitude distributed cookies made 
by our special children which was thoroughly enjoyed by the group present. We are indeed very 
grateful and thankful to them for this respect given to us. 
 

KRISHNA JAYANTHI 
 

According to Hindu mythology, Krishna, the human 
incarnation of Vishnu, was born on this day to destroy 

Mathura's demon king, Kansa, the brother of Krishna's 
virtuous mother, Devaki. Krishna was born on the 
eighth (Ashtami) day of the dark fortnight in the 
Bhadrapada month (August–September) in Mathura 
and was Devaki and Vasudeva's son. Devotees mark 

this auspicious occasion by observing a fast and 
praying to Krishna. They adorn their homes with 

flowers, diyas and lights while temples are also 
beautifully decorated and lit. 
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s a child, Krishna 
loved eating butter, 
and the women in 
Vrindavan used to 
tie their pots of 
butter at a height to 
prevent it from 
being stolen by him. 
But this did not deter 
the child, and he 
came up with the 
idea that he and his 
friends form a 
human pyramid to 
reach the pot and 
steal the butter. This 
is what inspires the 
current day Dahi 
Handi celebration, a 
key 

aspect of the festivities. Sri Krishna Janmashtami is a widely celebrated festival. It 
brings the feeling of joy and happiness among people. It teaches us the lesson of 
pursuing good over evil. It also teaches us to always perform good deeds. We 
celebrated Janmashtami in a grand manner in our school. Our special kids dressed 
up like little Krishna and Radha. The whole campus was filled with joy, colours and 
divinity. God is always with us and around us no matter what we are doing. Let Lord 
Krishna bless us all abundantly.  
 

RASA PROGRAMME 
 
 After a gap of almost two years, the much-awaited Mega Production featuring almost 200 Artistes 

with Differing Abilities is back in a grand 
way. Thirunavukkarasar was a seventh-
century Saiva Tamil poet-saint and one of 
the most prominent of the 63 Nayanars. 
He was an older contemporary of 
Thirugnanasambanthar. 
 
He also referred as Appar was born in the 
middle of 7th century to Thiru Pukalanar 
and Mathiniyar as their second child in a 
village called Thiruvamur in 
Thirumunaipadi Nadu (Panruti Taluk, 
Cuddalore District, Tamil Nadu). His 
childhood name was Marulneekiar. His 
sister, Thilagavathiar was betrothed to a 
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military commander who died in 
action. When his sister was about to 
end her life, he pleaded with her not 
to leave him alone in the world. She 
decided to lead an ascetic life and 
bring up her only brother. She 
devoted her life to Lord Shiva, 
became a saint and started serving in 
the Shiva temple at Athikai (now 
called Thiruvathigai Veerattanam). 
 
APPUDI ADIGAL was a great 
admirer of Thirunavukkarasar. 
Though he had not seen 
Thirunavukkarasar but he was a 

staunch devotee and admirer of him. In the name of Thirunavukkarasar,  Appudi Adigal was involved 

in social service like distributi ng food to the poor and water 
distribution to those who walked all the way in the sun. This work 
was one day observed by Thirunavukkarasar who on his way to 
pilgrimage saw his name etched in a water pandal. His enquiry 

regarding this led him to Appudi Adigal who was 
responsible in using his name as a mark of respect. 

THIRUNAVUKARASAR went to Appudi 
Adigal’s house who was overwhelmed to see him. 
He invited Thirunavukkarasar to have lunch with 
him.  Just then Appudi Adigal’s son who was in 
the backyard to bring Banana Leaf for lunch was 
bitten by the snake and died. 
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While having, Thirunavukkarasar 
enquired about his son. Being a host 
Appudi Adigal controlled his emotion 
but not being able to hide the fact  he 
broke down and informed him about 
his son’s death. This shocked 
Thirunavukkarasar and he 
immediately requested Appudi to take 
his son to the temple where he chanted 
and sang praise in the name of the lord 
Shiva. His faith brought in a miracle. 

The 

snake which had bitten earlier slithered back and removed 
the poison from the child’s body thus proving that 
Thirunavukkarasar  was a great 
Nayanmar. This lead character was 
portrayed by Karthikeyan, Beena had 
enacted as his wife and Prasanna  
played the role of Appudi Adigal.  The 
son’s role was enacted by Madhavan 
and Vasant. The snake role was 
played by Srinikita. The other 
remaining troupe enacted as villagers 
by Rani, Vani, Poongodi, Bharat, 
Arun, Joshwa, Bhavesh, Aishwarya, 
Dhanalakshmi, Bhavani, Naveen, 
Joseph, Jerin, Sandhya, Yuvashree, 
Manigandan, Vishalraj and 
Devendran  They performed to the 
best of their abilities . A thunderous 

applause from the sitting audience made not just their day but all the staff 
and personnel involved. Its heartening to see their dedication in every task 
they pick up. 
 

FREEDOM CARNIVAL-OORUNI 
FOUNDATION 

 
On the 28th of August, Ooruni foundation is getting together for the festivity 
of Freedom Carnival 2022 to render freedom of expression to children with 
special needs and for downright acceptance of special kids in society. 
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Freedom Carnival is an ad hoc 
celebration organised by 
Ooruni Foundation 
under “Give Their 
World Project as an annual 
event for kids with learning 
disabilities and developmental 
disabilities including Autism 
Spectrum Disorder, Down 
syndrome, Asperger syndrome 
and Cerebral Palsy. The 
importance of the event is 

to make the special kids explore 
their possibilities in a fun filled 

environment, where the infrastructure as per 
their needs are provided in the forms of games 
to play, moves to express, quench their thirst 
of freedom to be themselves. High time to 
create an understanding about their deficiency 
issues and mobilize support for the dignity, 
rights and well-being of persons with these 
deficiencies. It also seeks to increase 
awareness of gains to be derived from the 
integration of persons with special abilities 
and special needs in every aspect of social, 
economic and cultural life. 

The Kids got up early in the morning and got themselves dressed nicely and were ready to travel to 
Chennai for the event at MNM Jain Engineering College, Guru Marudhar Kesari Building, 
Subramanya Nagar St Rd, Jyothi Nagar (Off OMR), 

Thoraipakkam, Chennai- 600 097. While 
travelling on the van, children cheered as one 
vehicle crossed the other. We have reached 

the venue at 9:30 AM, the event was presided 
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by the managing 
committee of 

Ooruni 
foundation and 
various topics 
were discussed 
by experts in 

different 
fields. A 
training was 
given to 
parents and 

staff on the 
ways to understand 

and care for the children with disabilities. Fun games and rides were arranged for the children. The 
children participated in all the games and got cute little dolls, balls and eatables as prizes. After the 
lunch, dance was conducted for all the schools and our organization got a prize for the same. It was 
a fun filled day for all the children. We all headed back to our vehicle after the event, all of the 
children are pretty much exhausted. We have reached our campus at 9:00 PM.  

 

MOTHER TERESA AWARD 
 

Mother Teresa's lifelong dedication to the world's poorest and most 
vulnerable people inspired countless millions. Today, i.e. August 
26, marks the 112th birth anniversary of the epitome of peace, 
kindness and happiness, Mother Teresa, also known as Saint Teresa 
of Calcutta. Her extraordinary dedication and sacrifice made her an 
international icon of humanitarian service, and the love and 
compassion she offered the underprivileged of all religions earned 
her a Nobel Peace Prize in 1979, which she donated fully to the 

poor. She was an icon of 
compassionate care for the poor and 
the disadvantaged. 
 
From opening schools for slum 
children to devoting her life in the 
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service of the poor, leprosy patients and orphans, 
she turned shade for millions. Some words of 
wisdom by first female saint of India are: 
“Not all of us can do great things. But we can do 
small things with great love.” 
“Every time you smile at someone, it is an action of 
love, a gift to that person, a beautiful thing.” 
“The most terrible poverty is loneliness, and the 
feeling of being unloved.” 
“True love is love that causes us pain, that hurts, 
and yet brings us joy. That is why we must pray to 
God and ask Him to give us the courage to love.” 

“Life is an opportunity, benefit from it. Life is beauty, admire it. Life is a dream, realize it.” 
“I know I am touching the living body of Christ in the broken bodies of the hungry and the suffering.” 
“I prefer you to make mistakes in 
kindness than work miracles in 
unkindness.” 
The hunger for love is much more 
difficult to remove than the hunger for 
bread.” 
“Prayer is not asking. Prayer is putting 
oneself in the hands of God, at His 
disposition, and listening to His voice in 
the depth of our hearts.” 
“We must know that we have been 
created for greater things, not just to be a 
number in the world, not just to go for 
diplomas and degrees, this work and that 
work. We have been created in order to 
love and to be loved.”  
We are proud and privileged that  our centre was chosen as the BEST SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL 
SERVICE and our director was honored with a shawl and  a plaque. Many dignitaries were present 

which included judges, social workers 
and advocates. Rev. Dr. K J Verghese 
Rozario was the Chief guest.  the saint 
mother Teresa 112th birthday 
anniversary was spearheaded by the 
advocate group under Mr Pushparaj an 
advocate. 
 
The cultural programme of our school  
was led by our principal Mrs Jeyaseeli.  
The entire staff and children were 
presented with gifts which was 
received with  greatest humility. 
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EDUCATIONAL TRIP BY AYJNISHD 
Ayjnishd(D), Regional 
Centre,Janla, Odisha 

 
Ayjnishd (Divyangjan), 
Regional Centre, Janla, 
Odisha was established in 
the year 1986 by the then 
AYJNIHH, Mumbai and 
the then CD RR 
Department, Government 
of Odisha.It was then 
named as Training Centre 
for the Teachers of the 
Deaf and it started 
functioning at S. I. R. D. 
Campus, Unit-VIII, 
Bhubaneswar-751012. The 
Government of Odisha 

provided five acres of land in the year 1999 at Ogalpada, Janla in the district of Khordha, just 14 
kilometers away from Bhubaneswar within the jurisdiction of Bhubaneswar Development Authority 
to establish its own campus.It was 2008 when the centre was shifted to its own building at Janla. 
Now the centre is renamed as Ayjnishd (D) Regional Centre, Janla. Their Objectives And Services 
include Various Courses such as Diploma in Education – Special Education (Hearing Impairment) 
in short-D. Ed. Spl. Ed. (HI), Diploma in Hearing, Language and Speech (D. H. L. S.); B. Ed. Spl. 
Ed (HI) are conducted by the centre for various aspects of rehabilitation of persons with speech and 
hearing disabilities. The courses are recognised by Rehabilitation Council of India, New Delhi. We 
have been their regular host 
for the past so many years 
and this year too was no 
exception. A batch of 30 
students along with their 
support staff visited our 
centre and were 
appreciative of the same. 
Their visit has been 
captured in words which 
convey their thoughts and 
appreciaition of our work. 
We are indeed grateful to 
them and hope that many a 
youngster get interested and 
follow the path of humanity 
to serve more deserving 
people . 
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HEART WARMING 
BIRTHDAY 

CELEBERATIONS 
 
It was indeed a great honor for me as the Co-
founder to realise the impact I had made on 
the children in all the centres. The kids 
amazed me with their love by showering 
greeting cards and messages online to say 
how much they value me in their journey of 
life. I am truly humbled and grateful for the 

opportunity provided by the Almighty with whose blessings I have been able to cater to needs of so 
many lives. 
 
The children’s pure love and their smiling 
faces resolved my motivation to do much more 
for them. The messages 
written so carefully 
by those tiny hands 
are indeed a 
wonder. Each card 
has become a 
source of 
treasurable item 
which will always 
be in my treasure 
trove. 

 

TEACHERS DAY CELEBERATION 
 

Teachers' Day is celebrated on September 5 every year in India to 
acknowledge the contribution of teachers in the society. The day marks 

the birth anniversary of 
India's second President 
and first Vice President 
Dr Sarvepalli 
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Radhakrishnan. But why is Dr Radhakrishnan's 
birth anniversary celebrated as Teachers' Day in 
India? This is because after he took charge as the 
President of India in 1962, some students sought 
permission from him to celebrate his birthday. Dr 
Radhakrishnan, however, did not approve any 
fancy celebration but rather requested that the 
day be observed as Teachers' Day. 

Since then, September 5 has been celebrated as 
Teachers' Day across the country. Various 
cultural programmes are organised in schools 
and other educational institutions to mark the 
day. The intent behind this celebration was to 
recognise the contribution of teachers in the 
society. Dr Radhakrishnan enjoyed immense 
respect among the students. He always 

emphasised the power of education and 
encouraged students to learn and contribute to a 
better future. "Teachers should be the best minds 
in the country" is what the former President 
believed. 

For the kids who attended this day, wishes and 
greetings were a perfect way to tell their teachers about their care and love. This becomes essential 
since teachers are the bedrock upon which any quality education is built and they are perhaps the few 
people in our lives who rejoice when we, their student, outdo them. The kids expressed their gratitude 
by making beautiful greeting cards for their favourite teachers.  
 

VINAYAKA CHATURTHI 
 
Ganesh Chaturthi, also known as Vinayaka Chaturthi, or Vinayaka Chaviti is a Hindu festival 
celebrating the arrival of Lord Ganesh to earth from Kailash Parvat with his mother Goddess 
Parvati/Gauri  
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People celebrate Ganesh Chaturthi with a lot of enthusiasm in India. This 11 
day festival starts today on September 10, and ends on September 21. Lord 

Ganesh is worshiped on this day. To celebrate Ganesh Chaturthi, also 
known as Vinayaka Chaturthi, devotees bring home idols of Lord 

Ganesh to worship the deity, eat good food, enjoy with friends and 
family, and in the end, immerse the idols. Additionally, temples 
offer prayers and distribute sweets such as modaks because it is 

Lord Ganesh's favourite. The festival marks the birth of Lord 
Ganesh, the god of wisdom and prosperity. It falls in the Bhadrapada 

month of the 
Hindu 

calendar, which falls in August-September. 
Lord Ganesh is considered a symbol of 
wisdom, writing, travel, commerce and good 
fortune. He is also called Gajanana, 
Gajadanta, and Vighnaharta. These are few 
names among his 108 other titles. The Indian 
mythology tells the legend of Goddess 
Parvati creating baby Lord Ganesh using 
sandalwood paste and asking him to guard the 
entrance while she took a bath. When Lord 
Shiva arrived at the entrance and told Ganesh 
that he wanted to visit Goddess Parvati, 
Ganesh refused to allow him to pass through. 
This made Lord Shiva angry and enraged he severed the child's head. When Goddess Parvati realised 
what had happened, she was heartbroken. Seeing Goddess Parvati overwhelmed with grief, Lord 
Shiva promised to bring baby Ganesh back to life. He instructed his followers to search for the head 
of the first living creature they could find. However, they could only find a baby elephant's head. 
That is how Lord Ganesha came back to life with the head of an elephant.  

 
Every year, Ganesh 
Chaturthi is celebrated 
in a large way. But this 
year, due to the 
coronavirus pandemic, 
the festival was a low-
key affair. This festival 
is very important for 
students, they worship 
Lord Ganesh to illumine 
their minds. The 
children of all the 
centres enjoyed doing 
the various activities 
pertaining to the festival 
in the form of making 
mud idols, drawings etc 
of Lord Ganesha on 
online  

https://www.hindustantimes.com/cities/bengaluru-news/covid19-karnataka-bans-processions-on-muharram-ganesh-chaturthi-101628854560743.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle/art-culture/gujarat-artist-makes-eco-friendly-ganesh-idol-sitting-on-covid-19-vaccine-vial-101628134151436.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle/art-culture/gujarat-artist-makes-eco-friendly-ganesh-idol-sitting-on-covid-19-vaccine-vial-101628134151436.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle/festivals/magha-ganesh-jayanti-2021-history-significance-and-all-you-need-to-know-101613375937613.html
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RECEIVING THE MAHATMA  AWARD FOR SOCIAL GOOD  FOR THE YEAR 2022- 4th award consecutively 
Dr Chandra Prasad, Co-founder of “Dr Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust-Pathway” received 

the award under the “Social Good and Impact Category” MAHATMA AWARD 1st October 2022 
by Amit Sachdeva, Founder of  

Mahatma Award 
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BOOK RELEASED BY CSR GOOD BOOK OF INDIAN EDITION 2022 

MAHATMA GANDHI - 153rd BIRTH ANNIVERSARY 2022 
 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was Born and raised in a 
Hindu family in coastal Gujarat, Gandhi trained in the law at 
the Inner Temple, London, and was called to the bar at age 22 
in June 1891. After two uncertain years in India, where he 
was unable to start a successful law practice, he moved to 
South Africa in 1893 to represent an Indian merchant in a 
lawsuit. He went on to live in South Africa for 21 years. It 
was here that Gandhi raised a family and first employed 
nonviolent resistance in a campaign for civil rights. In 1915, aged 45, he returned to India and soon 
set about organising peasants, farmers, and urban labourers to protest against excessive land-tax and 
discrimination. 
 
Assuming leadership of the Indian National Congress in 1921, Gandhi led nationwide campaigns for 
easing poverty, expanding women's rights, building religious 
and ethnic amity, ending untouchability, and, above all, 
achieving swaraj or self-rule. Gandhi adopted the short dhoti 
woven with hand-spun yarn as a mark of identification with 
India's rural poor. He began to live in a self-sufficient 
residential community, to eat simple food, and undertake long 
fasts as a means of both introspection and political protest. 
Bringing anti-colonial nationalism to the common Indians, 
Gandhi led them in challenging the British-imposed salt tax 
with the 400 km (250 mi) Dandi Salt March in 1930 and in 
calling for the British to quit India in 1942. He was imprisoned 
many times and for many years in both South Africa and India. 
 
Gandhi's vision of an independent India based on religious 
pluralism was challenged in the early 1940s by a Muslim 
nationalism which demanded a separate homeland for 
Muslims within British India. In August 1947, Britain granted 
independence, but the British Indian Empire was partitioned 
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into two dominions, a Hindu-
majority India and a Muslim-
majority Pakistan. As many 
displaced Hindus, Muslims, and 
Sikhs made their way to their new 
lands, religious violence broke out, 
especially in the Punjab and Bengal. 
Abstaining from the official 
celebration of independence, 
Gandhi visited the affected areas, 
attempting to alleviate distress. In 
the months following, he undertook 
several hunger strikes to stop the 
religious violence. The last of these, 
begun in Delhi on 12 January 1948 
when he was 78, also had the 
indirect goal of pressuring India to 

pay out some cash assets owed to Pakistan, which the Indian government had been resisting. 
Although the Government of India relented, as did the religious rioters, the belief that Gandhi had 
been too resolute in his defense of both Pakistan and Indian Muslims, spread among some Hindus in 
India. Among these was Nathuram Godse, a militant Hindu nationalist from Pune, western India, 
who assassinated Gandhi by firing three bullets into his chest at an interfaith prayer meeting in Delhi 
on 30 January 1948.  
 
Gandhi's birthday, 2 October, is commemorated in India as Gandhi Jayanti, a national holiday, and 
worldwide as the International Day of Nonviolence. Gandhi is considered the Father of the Nation 
in India and is commonly called Bapu (Gujarati endearment for 'father', 'papa'). 
Every year, Gandhi Jayanti is 
celebrated on October 2. This day 
marks the birth anniversary of 
Mahatma Gandhi. Mahatma, 
originally known as Mohandas 
Karamchand Gandhi is the father of 
our nation. He was a political 
ethicist, a nationalist and a lawyer. 
Mahatma’s way of choosing non-
violence to attain independence of 
the country against the British rule 
stands as an example for the world to drop the weapons and choose the non-violent way. Mahatma 
believed in the power of love and tolerance. Every year, this day is celebrated with a whole lot of 
grandeur and pomp across the country. 
 
Mahatma Gandhi initiated the Satyagraha and the Ahimsa movement when Indian was still in the 
clasps of the British rule. His path of following non-violence and winning people over with the power 
of love has since then influenced a lot of civil rights in the country. Mahatma Gandhi also led India’s 
struggle to attain freedom and gave his life for the benefit of the country. 
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On October 2, a national holiday is 
observed to respect Mahatma Gandhi 
and pay our tributes to the freedom 
fighter. In 2007, the United National 
General Assembly announced 
October 2 as the International Day of 
Non-violence to honour Gandhi’s 
ways. On this day, awareness is 
created on the importance of non-
violence and convergence of peace, 
harmony and unity across the world. 
Gandhi Jayanti is celebrated 
everywhere in the country – from 
schools, colleges to government and non-government offices. The day usually starts by singing 

Gandhi’s favourite hymn Raghupati Raghava. Then a 
memorial serve is organised where people reminisce 
the teachings of Mahatma. People also organise 
cultural activities, patriotic songs and dance. Speech 
on the teaching so Mahatma Gandhi is also given. 
 
The Children drew pictures of Gandhi ji and they 
enacted a small skit about non-violence movement. 
TharunRaj dressed up like Gandhiji and few children 
joined along with and went for a march. Madhavan 
gave a speech about the biography and achievement of 
the father of our nation. 

 

SARASWATHI & AYUDHA POOJA 
 

Ayudha Puja, also known as Astra Puja, is celebrated on the ninth day of Navaratri every year in 
India, and this year, it falls on 
October 23. People worship and 
revere the objects and instruments 
related to their profession and 
livelihood on this auspicious day. 
As per the lunisolar calendar 
commonly used by the Hindu 
community, Navaratri starts after 
the new moon of Ashwin month 
and is a nine-day long festival that 
celebrates the victory of Goddess 
Durga over a demon named 
Mahishasura. However, multiple 
versions of this legend exist. 
 
Hinduism is one of the oldest 
religions in the world. It is also 
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perceived to be a blend of 
different cultures and beliefs that 
evolved in the Indian 
subcontinent over time. Many 
followers of Hinduism call their 
religion ‘Sanatana Dharma’ 
which refers to a motley of views 
on philosophy and theology, 
aimed toward explaining the 
meaning and purpose of life. 
Hindus are polytheists and 
believe in various forms of 
worship. The “Vedas” are 
considered to be the oldest and 
most sacred of all holy texts of 
Hindus. 
 

The mythologies of Hinduism are described through 18 “Puranas” with each having its own version. 
The Puranas explain complex concepts through simple and easily understandable stories. Then come 
the “Upanishads” which further explore these complex concepts, beliefs, and world views. They also 
describe various schools of thought. 
 
There are various legends related 
to the day of Ayudha Puja. The 
most popular legend comes from 
the “Mahabharatha,” the greatest 
Hindu epic. According to the 
Mahabharatha, Arjuna, the third 
Pandava prince, retrieved his 
weapons after completing his 
‘vanavasa’ or exile, wherein he 
had to spend 14 years in a forest. 
The Pandavas were sent to the 
vanavasa after they lost 
everything in a gamble, which 
was rigged by their enemy, the 
Kauravas. After retrieving the 
weapons, the Pandavas fought the 
Kauravas and won their lives and 
kingdom back. Devotees worship their weapons, tools, instruments, and books on this day. As we 
progressed into the modern age, weapon worship lost its significance, with the related objects of 
work and occupation taking their place as the objects of worship. 
 

INTERNATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY 
 

International Day of the Girl Child is an international observance day declared by the United Nations; 
it is also called the Day of Girls and the International Day of the Girl. October 11, 2012, was the first 
Day of the Girl Child. The observation supports more opportunity for girls and increases awareness 
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of gender inequality faced by girls 
worldwide based upon their gender. 
This inequality includes areas such as 
access to education, nutrition, legal 
rights, medical care, and protection 
from discrimination, violence against 
women and forced child marriage. The 
celebration of the day also "reflects the 
successful emergence of girls and 
young women as a distinct cohort in 
development policy, programming, 
campaigning and research." 
 
In 2022, we commemorate the 10th 
anniversary of the International Day of 
the Girl (IDG). In these last 10 years, 

there has been increased attention on issues that matter to girls amongst governments, policymakers 
and the general public, and more opportunities for girls to have their voices heard on the global stage. 
Yet, investments in girls’ rights remain limited and girls continue to confront a myriad of challenges 
to fulfilling their potential; made worse by concurrent crises of climate change, COVID-19 and 
humanitarian conflict. Girls around the world continue to face unprecedented challenges to their 
education, their physical and mental wellness, and the protections needed for a life without violence. 
COVID-19 has worsened existing burdens on girls around the world and worn away important gains 
made over the last decade. 
 
With adversity, however, comes resourcefulness, creativity, tenacity, and resilience. The world's 600 
million adolescent girls have shown time and time again that given the skills and the opportunities, 
they can be the changemakers driving progress in their communities, building back stronger for all, 
including women, boys and men. 
 
Girls are ready for a decade 
of acceleration forward. It 
is time for us all to stand 
accountable – with and for 
girls – and to invest in a 
future that believes in their 
agency, leadership and 
potential. 
“Now more than ever, we 
must renew our 
commitment to work 
together so that girls enjoy 
and exercise their rights 
and can play a full and 
equal part in their 
communities and societies. 
Investing in girls is 
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investing in our common future."- UN 
Secretary-General António Guterres  
 
This event celeberation of the 

international day of the girl child has its main importance. It 
empower’s girls, It works to eliminate deep rooted gender biased issues and it also determines the 
empowered girls to grow up to be empowered. 
 
 

“INTERNATIONAL LEVEL TALENT HUNT” 
SHANTIDHAM FOUNDATION is a Non Profit making voluntary Organisation, carrying out 
different developmental activities for last 16 years in PAN India and associated with a few 
organisations globally and conducting many activities for the underprivileged, campaigning 
awareness generation & publicity and placement assistance for their livelihoods. 

JHOOM 
INTERNATIONAL is a 
unique “International Level 
Talent Hunt”, FIRST OF 
ITS KIND for Persons with 
Disabilities, presented by 
SHANTiDHAM 
FOUNDATION, 
BHUBANESWAR, 
ODISHA, INDIA for six 
years in a row.  

The program attracts a 
variety of participants from 
Persons with Disabilities 
(PwDs), from across the 
India and abroad who 
possess some form of 
talents, with acts ranging 
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from singing, dancing, magic, mimicry, comedy, drawing, painting, general 
stunts, variety, and other genres to participate in the programme.  

Each participant, whose auditions attempts to secure a place in the live 
episodes of a season by impressing a panel of judges - the current line-up 
consists of different eminent judges from India and abroad. Those that make 
it into the live episodes compete against each other in order to reach the 
final, where the winner receives a Trophy, Certificate, cash prize paid over 
a period of time and other attractive prizes. 

Seeing the sheer and fervor of 
different genre in various 
International talent hunt, 

SHANTIDHAM 
FOUNDATION had taken an 
initiation by creating unique 
platform “JHOOM 

INTERNATIONAL” 
Globally and supported by 
SSEPD, Government of 
Odisha, DePwD, Government 
of India, EZCC, Government 
of India, Culture Department, 
Government of India and 
NSD, Government of India 
and many more organisations 
from across the globe for the 
success of the mission. 

This unique programme gives 
a huge platform to the talented 

PwDs, wherein they can 
showcase their hidden talents globally. This gives them recognition, name, fame and ultimately 
confident enough to earn livelihood through their talent, which is the main motto of the programme. 
This year they got 1250 registrations from all over the globe. 

We are proud to announce that our below mentioned children – 

PRASANNA, KARTHIKEYAN, JOSEPH, MADHAVAN AND NAVEEN had taken an active part. 
On 13th November the results were announced through Webinar. We are extremely proud to note 
that Prasanna secured the first prize whereas Madhavan was placed in top 10. 

 

DIWALI 
 
Diwali is the festival of lights which signifies the victory of good over evil and the eradication of 
dark shadows, negativity, and doubts from our lives. It is a celebration of prosperity in which people 
give gifts to their loved ones. The festival also sends the message of illuminating our inner selves 
with clarity and positivity . The festival of lights signifies peace and joy, the victory of good over 
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evil, and light over darkness every day. 
It is one of the most symbolic Hindu 
festivals, and all the communities in the 
country celebrate it with much pomp. 
During this festival, people clean their 
homes, decorate every corner with 
lights, lamps, diyas, flowers, rangoli, 
and candles. Families also 
perform Lakshmi Puja and pray to the 
Goddess of wealth to bless them with 
health, wealth, and prosperity. 
 
According to Hindu mythology, the 
Prince of Ayodhya, Lord Rama, 
returned home with his wife Mata Sita 

and brother Lakshmana on the auspicious 
occasion of Diwali. They came back to Ayodhya after spending 14 years in exile and defeating the 
King of Lanka, Ravana. People of Ayodhya had celebrated their return with great enthusiasm by 
lighting rows of lamps and diyas. The tradition has continued till date and is celebrated as the festival 
of Diwali. 
 
All the centres from Pathway celebrated this festival. Children donned new colourful dresses and 
they looked forward for the special meals and sweets which would follow for the day. As usual the 
multi colored Rangoli depicting happiness and ushering good tidings were a part of the children 
handiwork. They also were involved in making the diyas with their bare hands which was lovingly 
lit around their campus. Crackers being a part of this festival it was kept minimal to sparklers and 
safe flower pots with a few display of fancy fireworks.  
 
The children with the help of staff made paper sparklers, flowerpots chakras etc. they finally colored 
them and displayed to the gathering with pride. The sweets which are a part and parcel of this festivity 
were also displayed using paper models in form of Indian sweets like kajukattli, laddus, murukku, 
adhivasam etc. Though it was an activity but this was inherently a teaching method to educate the 
kids too. This was followed by Prasanna giving a speech on the importance and the safety methods 
involved in bursting the crackers. The kids listened with rapt interest to their peer.  
 
There was a group dance by the boys 
and girls along with solo dances 
performed by Madhavan and Joseph. 
The highlight of the programme was 
the Dandiya dance along with the staff 
and director. 

KARTHIGAI DEEPAM 

Tamil Nadu celebrates Karthigai 
Deepam as the traditional festival. It is 
a very old festival and is also 
celebrated in the neighboring states 
like Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/lifestyle/diwali-2021-here-s-how-people-all-over-india-are-celebrating-dhanteras-101635839520256.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/lifestyle/diwali-2021-here-s-how-people-all-over-india-are-celebrating-dhanteras-101635839520256.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/lifestyle/festivals/happy-dhanteras-2021-best-wishes-images-greetings-and-messages-to-share-with-your-loved-ones-101635824765210.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/lifestyle/diwali-2021-celeb-inspired-festive-outfits-to-try-out-this-festival-of-lights-101635833767763.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/lifestyle/diwali-2021-diy-gift-ideas-to-deck-up-the-homes-101635830623079.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/photos/lifestyle/diwali-2021-diy-gift-ideas-to-deck-up-the-homes-101635830623079.html
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Karnataka. This festival is very 
important among the Tamil people. The 
earliest Hindu scripture states that the 
two great deities of Hindu culture Lord 
Vishnu and Lord Brahma started 
fighting among them regarding the 
superiority. They both thought each one 
was stronger than the other. To stop this 
huge fight, Lord Shiva came in front of 
them and tried to show his supremacy. 
He took the shape of a huge fire and 
challenged the two fighting Gods to find 
the end of the fire from the top and 
bottom. Lord Vishnu took the form of a 
boar and tried to reach the end of the fire 

beneath the earth. He failed miserably and 
came back to Lord Shiva saying that he was unable to find the end of the fire from the bottom. Lord 
Brahma on the other hand, took the shape of a swan and flew to find the beginning of the fire on the 
topside. 

But his search was also in vain and he was unable to find the top of the fire. Thus, Lord Shiva proved 
his supremacy over the two Gods and managed to stop the fight. Lord Shiva actually proved that he 
is the main God of the earth and there is no use in fighting among other Gods regarding their 
supremacy. He then appeared like hill shape on Thiruvannamalai region. In fact, the names 
Tiruvannamalai’ and `Arunachala’ denote “holy fire hill”. Later on the kings and famous personnel 
built a temple on the hill in commemoration of Lord Shiva. This festival is celebrated with great 
marvel in this particular place. 

Another legend links karthigai Deepam to Lord Muruga. Lord Muruga adopted the form of six babies 
in Saravana poigai, a lake and was looked after by six krittika stars. On this day, Goddess Parvathy 
united all the six forms of Skantda. Thus, Lord Karthikeya has six faces and popularly known as 
Aarumugan in Tamil culture. 

Rows of Agal vilakkus (clay oil lamps) are lit in the houses 
of adherents in celebration of this festival, considered to be 
auspicious symbols. It is believed to ward off evil forces, and 
usher in prosperity and joy. This festival of lights involves 
lighting lights almost anywhere to put an end to darkness. They 
want to show lights to the Gods who will be impressed with their 
worship and continue to look after the followers for ages to come. 
This festival is also celebrated to 
commemorate the bonding between 
brothers and sisters in South India 
(analogous to Raksha Bandhan). 
Sisters pray for the prosperity and 
success of their brothers, and light 
lamps to mark the occasion. 
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In the town of Thiruvannamalai, the festival is marked by the lighting of the Thiruvannamali Maha 
Deepam. A massive earthen lamp is lit around 6 PM at the top of the 2668 feet high holy mountain 
of the town. The entire mountain is regarded by devotees to be a representation of a Shiva Linga. 
Nearly 3500 kilograms of ghee are used to light this lamp. Devotees believe that the form of Shiva 
named Ardhanarishvara would bless them in the temple at the time of the lighting the Maha Deepam. 
The light emitted from the mountain is visible up to a radius of 35 KM. Hundreds of thousands of 
devotees perform the 16 km girivalam, the circumambulation of the sacred mountain. The mai, the 
ash that remains as residue after the lighting of the ghee is distributed as prasadam to devotees on the 
Margali Arudra Darisanam day. 

The children with their help of their staff drew rangoli on the floor and applied colours to it. Agal 
vilakkus were filled with oil and a thread were placed in each vilakku by the children. The special 
educators lit the lamps and the children arranged them in the rangoli. They have lit laps around their 
hostel and school. The entire campus was shining so bright with all the lamps. Smile and joy was 
seen on the glowing face of the children as they held the lamps and chart drawing made by them. 

 

CHILDRENS DAY CELEBERATION 

"I may not have 
time for adults, 

but I have 
enough time for 

children." 

 "I have always felt 
that the children of 
today will make the 

India of tomorrow, 
and, the way we bring 
them up will determine 
the future of the 
country."-Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru 

Children’s Day, celebrated 
on November 14, is 
recognized across India to 
increase awareness of the 
rights, care, and education 
of children. The day is also 
held as a tribute to India’s 
First Prime Minister, 
Jawaharlal Nehru. He 
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considered children as the real strength 
of a nation and foundation of society. 
The nation usually celebrates 
Children’s Day with educational and 
motivational programs held across 
India, by and for children. 

Jawaharlal Nehru was born on 14 
November 1889 in Allahabad in British 
India. His father, Motilal Nehru, a self-
made wealthy barrister who belonged to 
the Kashmiri Pandit community, served 
twice as president of the Indian National 
Congress, in 1919 and 1928. Jawaharlal 
was the eldest of three children. His 
elder sister, Vijaya Lakshmi, later 
became the first female president of the 
United Nations General Assembly. His 
youngest sister, Krishna Hutheesing, 
became a noted writer and authored 
several books on her brother. 

Jawaharlal Nehru was affectionately 
called Chacha Nehru ("Uncle Nehru") 
by children, and their faith in him was a 
constant source of happiness for him.  
As the Prime Minister, Nehru wanted to 
"create an atmosphere in the country 
where the attention is constantly 
focused on children and their welfare". 
The freedom fighter was credited with 
making great changes in the educational 
set up of the country and in bringing 
about much-needed changes in the 
overall working of the system. Since he 
believed so deeply in the potential of 
children, he laid great emphasis on 
education which is a great tool to 
harness the caliber of young minds.  

Children’s Day is also known as ‘Bal 
Diwas’ in India, and its celebrations 
date back to 1956, when the day was 
observed as ‘Universal Children’s Day’ 
on November 20, keeping with the 
United Nations. After Pandit Nehru’s 
death in 1964, however, it was decided 
the celebrations be moved to 
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commemorate his birth anniversary. 
Since then, November 14 has been 
celebrated as Children’s Day in India. 

In addition to commemorating the great 
leader, the day is also a reminder that 
every child, irrespective of their caste, 
creed, financial or political status, 
deserves basic amenities that include 
education, nurturing, healthcare and 
sanitation. Since they are the future of 
the nation, they hold within them 
immense potential and to channel it 
constructively, is a responsibility that 
the entire nation should shoulder. 

Now, to mark Children’s Day, schools organize fun and motivational functions. Many prepare a 
Children’s Day speech, quizzes debate, fancy dress shows and fun games. It’s a joyous occasion for 
all children, parents and teachers. 

At Pathway we celebrated this wonderful day with a new concept. A Carnival was organized with 
various games for all different categories. This also included a fancy dress competition along with 
other cultural items. The celebration ended with distribution of sweets to everyone. 

 

WORLD DISABILITY DAY 2022 
 “When you focus on someone’s disability, you’ll overlook their abilities, beauty, and uniqueness. 
Once you learn to accept and love them for who they are, you subconsciously learn to love yourself 
unconditionally.” ― Yvonne Pierre 

The annual observance of the International Day of Disabled Persons was proclaimed in 1992, by the 
United Nations General Assembly resolution 47/3. The observance of the Day aims to promote an 
understanding of disability issues and 
mobilize support for the dignity, rights 
and well-being of persons with 
disabilities. It also seeks to increase 
awareness of gains to be derived from 
the integration of persons with 
disabilities in every aspect of political, 
social, economic and cultural life. 

The theme this year is “Transformative 
solutions for inclusive development: 
the role of innovation in fuelling an 
accessible and equitable world”. 

The theme recognises that the world is 
at a critical moment in the history of the 
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United Nations, it is time to act and 
find joint solutions in building a more 
sustainable and resilient world for all 
and for the generations to come. 

The complex and interconnected 
crises facing humanity today, 
including the shocks resulting from 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the war in 
Ukraine and other countries, a tipping 
point in climate change, all pose 
humanitarian challenges of an 
unprecedented nature, as well as 
threats to the global economy. 

Most often, in moments of crises, 
people in vulnerable situations such as persons with disabilities are the most excluded and left behind. 
In line with the central premise of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development to “leave no one 
behind”, it is crucial for governments, public and private sectors to collaboratively find innovative 
solutions for and with persons with disabilities to make the world a more accessible and equitable 
place. 

The 2030 Agenda pledges to “leave no one behind”. Persons with disabilities, as both beneficiaries 
and agents of change, can fast track the process towards inclusive and sustainable development and 
promote resilient society for all, including in the context of disaster risk reduction and humanitarian 
action, and urban development. It is envisaged that governments, persons with disabilities and their 
representative organisations, academic institutions and the private sector will work as a “team” to 
achieve the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). 

“People with Disabilities” or 
“disability” are specifically mentioned 
11 times in the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development. Disability 
is included in goals: 

 Guaranteeing equal and 
accessible education by 
building inclusive learning 
environments and providing 
the needed assistance for 
persons with disabilities. 

 Promoting inclusive economic 
growth, full and productive employment allowing persons with disabilities to fully access the 
job market. 

 Emphasizing the social, economic and political inclusion of persons with disabilities. 
 Creating accessible cities and water resources, affordable, accessible and sustainable 

transport systems, providing universal access to safe, inclusive, accessible and green public 
spaces. 
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 Underlining the importance of 
data collection and monitoring of the 
Sustainable Development Goals, 
emphasis on disability disaggregated 
data. 

The children and staff of Pathway 
celebrated this day with full 
enthusiasm. A mass rally was 
conducted highlighting the theme for 
this year “Transformative solutions for 
inclusive development: the role of 
innovation in fueling an accessible and 
equitable world”.  

The children participated in the march 
past event conducted by the State government. They all assembled at the Rajaratnam stadium where 
NGO’s from all districts assembled for the District Level Sports meet. On the following day the 
cultural group from our centre displayed their cultural skills at Opportunity School which was the 
venue selected by the government. We have always been proud of our children’s joy and eagerness 
to give their best always as and when needed. Final piece of message, International Day of Persons 
with Disabilities is always a good reminder to make this world a better place for people with 
disabilities. It brings a strong consciousness that we are all equal, and as such, we ought to be treated 
equally. A disability is never an indication of any form of weakness. Let us get that straight. Disabled 
people deserve to be respected and loved. Let us be more responsible and aware of people with 
disabilities.  “Aerodynamically, the bumblebee shouldn’t be able to fly, but the bumblebee doesn’t 
know that, so it goes on flying anyway.” – Mary Kay Ash  

BEST SOCIAL SERVICE AWARD 
Best Social Service Award by Puthia Vanigam Publications award 

conferred on CHANDRA PRASAD in the year 2022 on 26th 
November 
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CHRISTMAS CELEBERATIONS 
MAY THE 

CHRISTMAS SEASON 
FINISH THIS YEAR 
ON A HAPPY NOTE 

AND MAKING ROOM 
FOR A NEW YEAR 

THAT IS FRESH AND 
LIGHT. SEASON'S 

GREETINGS TO ALL 
OF YOU…….. 

all grateful members of 
PATHWAY family 

 
Christmas is celebrated 
every year on December 
25. The festival marks the 
celebration of the birth 
anniversary of Jesus Christ. 

Jesus Christ is worshipped as the Messiah of God in Christian Mythology. Hence, his birthday is one 
of the most joyous ceremonies amongst Christians. Although the festival is mainly celebrated by the 
followers of Christianity, it is one of the most enjoyed festivals all over the globe. Christmas 
symbolizes merriment and love. It is celebrated with a lot of zeal and enthusiasm by everyone, no 
matter what religion they follow.  
 
The season of Christmas that begins from Thanksgiving brings festivity and joy to everyone’s lives. 
Thanksgiving is the day when people thank the almighty for blessing them with harvest and also 
show gratitude towards all the good things and people around. On Christmas, people wish each other 
Merry Christmas and pray 
that the day takes away all 
the negativity and darkness 
from people’s life.  
Christmas is a festival full 
of culture and tradition.  
 
The festival entails a lot of 
preparations. Preparations 
for Christmas start early for 
most people. Preparations 
for Christmas involve a lot 
of things including buying 
decorations, food items, 
and gifts for family 
members and friends. 
People usually wear white 
or red coloured outfits on 
the day of Christmas.  
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Young children are especially excited about Christmas as they receive gifts and great Christmas  
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The treats include 
chocolates, cakes, cookies, 
etc. People on this day visit 
churches with their treats. 
The treats include 
chocolates, cakes, cookies, 
etc. People on this day visit 
churches with their 
families and friends and 

light candles in front of the idol of Jesus Christ. Churches are decorated with fairy lights and candles. 
People also create fancy Christmas cribs and adorn them with gifts, lights, etc. Children sing 
Christmas carols and also perform various skits marking the celebration of the auspicious day. One 
of the famous Christmas carols sung by all is “Jingle Bell, Jingle Bell, Jingle all the way”. 

 

PONGAL 
 

Pongal also referred to as Thai Pongal, is a 
multi-day Hindu harvest festival celebrated by 
Tamils in India and Sri Lanka. It is observed at 
the start of the month Thai according to Tamil 
solar calendar, and this festival is celebrated 
usually on January 14 or January 15 depending 
on the sun's orbit around earth that particular 
year. It is dedicated to the sun god, Surya, and 
corresponds to Makar Sankranti, the harvest 
festival under many regional names celebrated 
throughout India. The three days of the Pongal 
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festival are called Bhogi Pongal, Surya Pongal, 
and Mattu Pongal. Some Tamils celebrate a 
fourth day of Pongal known as Kanum Pongal.  
 
According to tradition, the festival marks the end 
of winter solstice, and the start of the sun's six-
month-long journey northwards when the sun 
enters the Capricorn. The festival is named after 
the ceremonial "Pongal", which means "to boil, 
overflow" and refers to the traditional dish 
prepared from the new harvest of rice boiled in 
milk with jaggery (raw sugar). To mark the 
festival, the pongal dish is prepared, first offered 
to the gods and goddesses, including Surya. 
Mattu Pongal is for worship of the cow known 
as Madu. Cattle are bathed, their horns polished 
and painted in bright colors, and garlands of 
flowers placed around their necks. The pongal 
that has been offered to the deities is then given 
to cattle, and then shared by the family. Festive 

celebrations include decorating cows and their 
horns, ritual bathing and processions. It is 
traditionally an occasion for decorating rice-
powder based kolam artworks, offering prayers in 
the home, temples, getting together with family 
and friends, and exchanging gifts to renew social 
bonds of solidarity. 
 
The festival's most significant practice is the 
preparation of the traditional "pongal" dish. It 
utilizes freshly harvested rice, and is prepared by 
boiling it in milk and raw cane sugar (jaggery). 
Sometimes additional ingredients are added to the 
sweet dish, such as: cardamom, raisins, cashews 
and mung beans (split). Other ingredients include 
coconut and ghee (clarified butter from cow 
milk). Along with the sweet version of the Pongal 
dish, some prepare other versions such as salty 
and savoury (venpongal). According to Gutiérrez, 
women in some communities take their "cooking 
pots to the town center, or the main square, or near a temple of their choice or simply in front of their 
own home" and cook together as a social event.  The cooking is done in sunlight, usually in a porch 
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or courtyard, as the dish is dedicated to the Sun 
god, Surya. Relatives and friends are invited, and 
the standard greeting on the Pongal day typically 
is, "has the rice boiled"? 
 
The cooking is done in a clay pot that is often 
garlanded with leaves or flowers, sometimes tied 
with a piece of turmeric root or marked with 
pattern artwork called kolam. It is either cooked 
at home, or in community gatherings such as in 
temples or village open spaces. It is the ritual 
dish, along with many other courses prepared 
from seasonal foods for all present. It is 
traditionally offered to the gods and goddesses 
first, followed sometimes by cows, then to 
friends and family gathered. Temples and 
communities organize free kitchen prepared by 
volunteers to all those who gather. According to 
Andre Bateille, this tradition is a means to renew 
social bonds. Portions of the sweet pongal dish 
(sakkara pongal) are distributed as the prasadam 
in Hindu temples.  
 

The dish and the process of its preparation is a 
part of the symbolism, both conceptually and 
materially. It celebrates the harvest; the cooking 
transforms the gift of agriculture into 
nourishment for the gods and the community on 
a day that Tamil's traditionally believe marks the 
end of winter solstice and starts the sun god's 
journey north. The blessing of abundance by 
Goddess Pongal (Uma, Parvati) is symbolically 
marked by the dish "boiling over". 
 
Day 1: Bhogi Pongal 
Bhogi / Bogi, which falls on January 14th this 
year, marks the beginning of the Pongal festival 
celebrations. Indra, the Lord of the Rain, is 
honored on the first day in gratitude for the 
fertility of their agricultural land. Similar to the 
Lohri festival in Punjab, this day's events were 
centred around a bonfire. On this day, people 
worship the sun god as well as the agricultural 
tools that are used to harvest crops. People tidy 
up their homes and use rangoli or "Kolams" to 
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beautify them. Red dirt with a paste of rice flour 
and water is used to create the lovely Pongal 
Kolams. Additionally, lamps and fresh flowers 
are used in home decorations. 
 
Day 2: Surya Pongal 
The main day of the Pongal celebration, which is 
observed as Surya Pongal, is the second day 
which will be observed on January 15. Fresh 
milk is boiled till it crosses the vessel's edge to 
start the day. This is one of the key traditions of 
the Pongal celebration and is said to bring 
prosperity. On this day, people in Tamil Nadu 
prepare the traditional sweet dish "Pongal" out of 
rice, milk, and jaggery. This is presented to the 
deity as prasad. Women congregate at a certain 
location in several areas of Tamil Nadu to 
execute the ceremony collectively. Other items 
like sugarcane, coconut and bananas are also 
offered to the Sun god. 
 
Day 3: Mattu Pongal 

The third day of Pongal, known as Mattu Pongal, 
which is devoted to the worship of cows, is on 
January 16. Farm animals, like cows and oxen, are 
honored on this day since they enable farmers to 
successfully grow and harvest their crops. The 
farm animals are bathed and then elegantly 
decorated for Mattu Pongal. Their horns are 
frequently painted and decorated with garland and 
then "Pongal" is offered for cows and oxen. On this 
day, bullfights, also known as Jallikattu, are 
organized. In Tamil Nadu's Madurai district, the 
bull-taming sport is well-known. 
 
Day 4: Kaanum Pongal 
The fourth day or last day of Pongal is known as 
Kaanum or Knau Pongal which will be celebrated 
on January 17. Kaanum Pongal is also referred to 
as Karinaal in some regions of Tamil Nadu. On 
this day, people worship the Sun God and offer 
food and Sarkarai Pongal. In order to represent 
sweetness and joy in life, sugarcane is dedicated to 
the deity as well as exchanged amongst humans. 
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During Kaanum Pongal, people visit their loved ones and distant acquaintances. On Kaanum Pongal, 
people perform traditional dances and songs from the region. 
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBERATIONS 
 

Republic Day marks the 
adoption of India's 
constitution and the 
country's transition to a 
republic on January 26, 
1950. Every year, the 
celebrations marking the 
day feature spectacular 
military and cultural 
pageantry. In New Delhi, 
armed forces personnel 
march along the Kartavya 
path in an elaborate 
display of military might. 
The epic show on 
Kartavya path eclipses 
everything else happening 
across the country on this 
auspicious day. 

 
After attaining independence from the British rule, the new constitution was enrolled by the drafting 
committee under the deanship of Dr BR Ambedkar. The Indian Constitution came into effect on 26 
January 1950, which declared India’s occurrence as an independent republic. January 26th was 
chosen as the date because on this day in 1930, the Indian National Congress revealed Purna Swaraj, 
the declaration of India’s independence from the colonial rule. 
 
Republic Day is celebrated all over India with great gratification and joy. It’s a day to honour the 
Constitution of independent India. National flag hoisting in schools and colleges are regular. Cultural 
events advocating India’s struggle for freedom is held countrywide. In New Delhi, the national flag 
is hoisted by the President of India at India Gate. The gloriest of parades takes place at Rajpath, New 
Delhi. The celebrations, inaugurated with a grand parade, are held in the capital, New Delhi, from 
Raisina Hill near the Rashtrapati 
Bhavan (President's House), along the 
Kartavya path, past India Gate and 
onto the historic Red Fort. On this day, 
ceremonious parades take place at the 
Kartavya path, which is performed as a 
tribute to India, its unity in diversity 
and its rich cultural heritage by the 
states of India by building beautiful 
tableaus. The parade is conducted by 
the Indian President and is arranged by 
the Ministry of Defence. Other than 
displaying its military prowess, the 
event also promotes India’s diverse 
culture. The event also colonizes to the 
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martyrs who have sacrificed their lives for the country. The Prime Minister of India honours the 
martyrs by putting a ringlet at the Amar Jawan Jyoti at India Gate. It’s followed by a 21-gun salute, 
national flag hoisting, and national anthem. Awards are presented to the brave soldiers in the form 
of Paramvir Chakra, Ashok Chakra, and Vir Chakra. Even children and general citizens who have 
displayed courage in times of adversity are honoured with awards. 
 
The president of India has delivered her note to all the citizens on this day with India holding the 
Presidency of G20: 
As a result of a series of initiatives in recent years to transform all aspects of governance and unleash 
creative energies of people, the world has started to look at India with a new sense of respect. Our 

interventions in various world forums have 
started making a positive difference. The respect 
that India has earned on the world stage has 
resulted in new opportunities as well as 
responsibilities. This year, as you know, India 
holds the presidency of the Group of 20 nations. 
With our motto of universal brotherhood, we 
stand for peace and prosperity of all. Thus, the 
G20 presidency is an opportunity to promote 
democracy and multilateralism and the right 
forum for shaping a better world and a better 
future. Under India's leadership, I am sure, G20 
will be able to further enhance its efforts to build 
a more equitable and sustainable world order. 
 
As G20 represents about two-thirds of the world 
population and around 85 per cent of global 
GDP, it is an ideal forum to discuss and find 
solutions for global challenges. To my mind, 
global warming and climate change are the most 
pressing among them. Global temperatures are 
rising and incidents of extreme weather are 
increasing. We are faced with the dilemma: To 
lift more and more people out of poverty, we 
need economic growth, but that growth also 
comes from fossil fuel. Unfortunately, the poor 
bear the brunt of global warming more than 
others. Developing and popularising alternative 
sources of energy is one of the solutions. India 
has taken a commendable lead in this direction 
by giving a policy push to solar energy and 
electric vehicles. At the global level, however, 
emerging economies need a helping hand from 
advanced nations in the form of technology 
transfer and financial support. 
 
To maintain the balance between development 
and environment, we have to look at the ancient 
traditions with a new perspective. We need to 
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reconsider our basic priorities. The scientific aspects of traditional life-values have to be understood. 
We must, once again, rekindle that respect for nature and humility before the vast universe. Let me 
state here that Mahatma Gandhi was a true prophet of our times, as he foresaw the calamities of 
indiscriminate industrialization and cautioned the world to mend its ways. 
 
We need to modify our lifestyle if we want our children to live happily on this fragile planet. One of 
the changes suggested pertains to food. I am happy to note that the United Nations accepted a 
suggestion from India and declared 2023 as the International Year of Millets. Millets were essential 
ingredients of our diet and they are making a comeback among sections of society. Coarse grains 
like millets are eco-friendly as they require less water to grow and yet they provide high levels of 
nutrition. If more and more people turn to millets, 
it will help conserve ecology and also improve 
health. 
 
One more year has gone by for the Republic and 
another year commences. It has been a time of 
unprecedented change. With the outbreak of the 
pandemic, the world had changed within a matter 
of days. During these three years, whenever we 
have felt that we have finally put the virus 
behind, it raises its ugly head. However, there is 
no need to panic because we have learned in this 
period that our leadership, our scientists and 
doctors, our administrators and 'Corona Warriors' 
will make every possible effort to meet any 
situation. At the same time, each of us has also 
learned to not let our guard down and remain 
alert. 
 
We at Pathway India are celebrated this 74th 
Republic day with great pride. Beautiful 
costumes were worn by the children. Paintings of 
the national flag was seen on the child’s face. The 
celebration began with the Parade and our 
Respected Director madam has hoisted the 
National flag along with our president of 
Pathway. Children have shown their respect for 
the national flag by saluting it as the march past 
the flag. A variety of activities was displayed by 
the children such as exercise, dumbbell exercise 
or lezime  exercise. Then a skit was enacted by 
the children denoting the meaning of republic 
India. Another group of children displayed 
Dance with different props. Another group of 
children displayed a dram from a very famous 
Tamil literature. The delivery of speech and 
action were extraordinary as we all have 
marveled. 
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Tamil and English speech and poems were also 
delivered by the children, a solo dance was 
performed by a girl child before concluding the 
program. Such hidden talents were brought to 
showcase by the staff. The program ended with 
a beautiful message from our Director madam 
and president madam. Sweets and snacks were 
distributed to all the children and staff.We 
celebrated this particular day with full 
enthusiasm which included children 
participating online as well as children at the 
centre with the staff supporting them. Republic 
day was celebrated with the same pride at 
Pathway, Chennai in a grand manner. There was 
feverish excitement in the children as many of 
them were ready to present a colorful program. 
The entire frontage of the centre was decorated 
with our national flag and tri color balloons. A 
beautiful Rangoli ushered and welcomed each 
one. The children were dressed smartly in white 
uniform As the children were called to attention, 
Dhuli Patnaik our President was requested to 
unfurl the national flag. With this the children, 
staff and everyone assembled sang the national 
anthem in unison. This was followed by special 
treats and a luncheon for all present.Children 
who were not able to attend participated through 

online by marking their respect to the nation via drawings and posters. 
 
 

WOMEN’S DAY 
According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), International Women's 
Day first emerged from the activities of labour movements 
at the turn of the twentieth century across North America 
and Europe. UNESCO states, "The first National Woman's 

Day was observed in the United States on February 28 1909, 
which the Socialist Party of America dedicated in honour of the 

1908 garment workers' strike in New York where women protested 
against harsh working conditions. In 1917, women in Russia chose to protest and strike under the 
slogan "Bread and Peace" on the last Sunday in February (which fell on March 8 on the Gregorian 
calendar). Their movement ultimately led to the enactment of women's suffrage in Russia." 

It was in 1945 that the Charter of the United Nations became the first international agreement to 
affirm the principle of equality between women and men but it was only on March 8 during 
International Women's Year in 1975 that the UN celebrated its first official International Women's 
Day 
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The theme for International 
Women’s Day 2023 is, 
‘DigitALL: Innovation and 
Technology for Gender 
Equality’. It recognizes and 
celebrates the women and girls 
who are championing the 
advancement of transformative 
technology and digital education. 
The 2023 observance will explore 
the impact of the digital gender 
gap on widening economic and 
social inequalities and spotlight 
the importance of protecting the 
rights of women and girls in 
digital spaces and addressing 
online and ICT-facilitated 
gender-based violence. To mark 

the Day, the UN is organizing a high-level event, which aims to provide an opportunity to highlight the 
role of all stakeholders in improving access to digital tools. The event will include a high-level panel 
discussion and musical performances. International Women’s Day is celebrated annually on 8 March. It 
offers an opportunity to reflect on progress made, to call for change, and to celebrate acts of courage and 
determination by ordinary women who have played an extraordinary role in the history of their countries 
and communities.. 

We at Pathway salute these wonderful women force who selflessly have dedicated their lives to improve 
the quality of the most deserving special group of children and adults braving all the challenges. 
Recognizing this 
group only further 
motivates them to 
give their best .The 
staff highlighted the 
various 
achievements of our 
women in form of 
skits, posters, dances 
etc. This year our 
Director has been 
featured by the 
Ooruni Foundation  
by publishing a 
special article on 
her during this most 
special day along 
with Life 
Achievement 
Award of which an 
excerpt has been 
shown below.  
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LIFE ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FROM OORUNI FOUNDATION 

Awarding Ceremony of Working Women Achiever Award (WWAA) was hosted by Ooruni 
foundation. Dr Chandra Prasad was presented an award under the Lifetime Achievement Award 

category at Chennai Institute of Technology, Kundrathur on 
the 4th March 

2023 
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WORLD DOWN SYNDROME DAY 
December 2011, the General Assembly declared 21 March as 

World Down Syndrome Day (WDSD). The General 
Assembly decided, with effect from 2012, to observe World 
Down Syndrome Day on 21 March each year. The 21st day of 
March (the 3rd month of the year) was selected to signify the 
uniqueness of the triplication (trisomy) of the 21st 
chromosome which causes Down syndrome. In order to raise 
public awareness of Down syndrome, the General Assembly 
invites all Member States, relevant organizations of the United 
Nations system and other international organizations, as well 

as civil society, including non-governmental organizations and 
the private sector, to observe World Down Syndrome Day in an appropriate manner. 
 
Down syndrome occurs when an individual has an extra partial (or whole) copy of chromosome 21. 
It is not yet known why this syndrome occurs, but Down syndrome has always been a part of the 
human condition. It exists across the globe and commonly results in variable effects on learning 
styles, physical characteristics and health. Adequate access to health care, to early intervention 
programs, and to inclusive education, as well as appropriate research, are vital to the growth and 
development of the individual. 
The quality of life of people with Down syndrome can be improved by meeting their health care 
needs, including regular check-ups with health professionals to monitor mental and physical 
condition and to provide timely intervention be it physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech 
therapy, counselling or special education. Individuals with Down syndrome can achieve optimal 
quality of life through parental care and support, medical guidance, and community-based support 
systems such as inclusive education at all levels. This facilitates their participation in mainstream 
society and the fulfillment of their personal potential. 
 
The message of “With Us Not for Us” is key to a human rights-based approach to disability. A human 
rights-based approach views 
people with disabilities as 
having the right to be treated 
fairly and have the same 
opportunities as everyone 
else, working with others to 
improve their lives. 
“With Us Not for Us”, 
focused on raising a voice to 
all the public and 
governmental organization 
to stand with down 
syndrome people in 
providing: 
1. Equally, human 
rights for being treated 
similarly to normal persons 
rather than considering them 
as not equal to others. 
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2. Equal opportunities to 
get hired and work with 
others rather than deciding 
not to hire down syndrome 
people as they have an 
intellectual disability. 
3. Freedom for people with 
down syndrome to make 
their own decisions rather 
than not having the chance 
to take their own decisions. 
At Pathway, we made the 
children blow balloons of 
blue and yellow colour, 
matching the theme of down 
syndrome awareness, then 
the children popped the 
balloons and the sound of 
bursting gave them the spirt 

of celebrations. Few children painted their hands with blue and yellow and made impression on the charts 
with the help of the educators. Laughter and smiles on the child’s face that made the awareness day to a 
great celebration day. Down syndrome occurs when an individual has an extra partial (or whole) copy 
of chromosome 21. It is not yet known why this syndrome occurs, but Down syndrome has always 
been a part of the human condition. It exists in all regions across the globe and commonly results in 
variable effects on learning styles, physical characteristics and health. Babies with Down Syndrome 
have an extra copy of a chromosome, which changes how the baby’s body and brain develop. People 
with this syndrome usually have an IQ (a measure of intelligence) in the moderately low range and 
are slower to speak than other children. 
 
According to the United Nations, the global incidence of Down Syndrome is estimated to be between 
1 in 1,000 and 1 in 1,100 live births. Every year, between 3,000 and 5,000 infants worldwide are 
born with this 
chromosomal abnormality. 
It is not yet known why this 
syndrome occurs, but it has 
always been a part of the 
human condition.  
 
On World Down Syndrome 
Day people with Down 
syndrome and those who 
live and work with them 
throughout the world 
organise and participate in 
activities and events to raise 
public awareness and create 
a single global voice 
advocating for the rights, 
inclusion and well being of 

https://www.un.org/en/observances/down-syndrome-day
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people with Down syndrome. The day was created to celebrate the lives of people with Down 
syndrome, and to make sure they have the same freedom and opportunities as everyone else. 
 
At Pathway we connected the parents having these special kids with other parents to share their 
experiences , feelings and emotions. This ended up with a colorful cultural show and interesting fun 
games bonding the parents, teachers and their offsprings. The smallest hint of a smile brings 
untoward happiness for the caregivers and all those involved in the child’s future. Every event preps 
us for providing a better future for them 

 

TRADE FAIR 
 
The Tamil Nadu Tourist Development 
Corporation Ltd (TTDC) is organizing 
this exhibition. Apart from the usual 
shops, food stalls, game stalls, 
amusement park rides for adults & 
kids, and Govt. Dept.  This exhibition 
is being promoted as the “Biggest 
International Festival of Handicrafts & 
Handlooms“.  
 
There were not only hand-crafted and 
traditional products from 20+ states 

across India (Including Tamil Nadu) but also from 
10+ countries around the world. 
 
Tourism Minister K Ramachandran inaugurated 
the 47th India Tourist and Industrial Fair, 2023 at 
the Island Grounds on Wednesday. After a two-
year break, the Government Tourism Fair was held 
in the city. The fair, which has 48 government 

stalls, was conducted till March 15. 
 
The Tourism Department also 
inaugurated the Tamil Nadu Tourism 
Development Corporation hotel and also 
an open air theatre. Health Minister Ma 
Subramanian and HR&CE Minister PK 
Sekar Babu, Chennai Mayor R Priya, MP 
Dayanidhi Maran, Principal Secretary of 
Tourism and HR&CE Department 
Chandra Mohan took part.  
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We are proud to note that under PATHWAY 
banner we too had a stall provided by the 
Differently Disabled Rehabilitation Welfare 
Department . Our products were viewed by the 
public thereby creating awareness about our 
work and in general about the Intellectual 
disabled capabilities. We are sharing some 
thoughts as expressed by the general public. 

 
 

 

CM TROPHY SPORTS EVENT 
 

The Chief Minister of Tamilnadu Thiru. M K Stalin 
has announced the CM trophy sports event for all 
categories, which was organised and managed by 
the Sports Development Authority of Tamilnadu 
(SDAT). The idea of this event is to promote the 
importance of sports events among the youth and to 
create a platform them to reach the national and 
international competition.  

The Sports event consist of 16 games, only 2 games 
namely Athletics 100M and Throwball is allocated 
for the Differently abled persons. There are no age 

restriction and people all over the Chennai district participated. 

The Children at Pathway centre were trained and a team of 7 players (Madhavan, Arun, Joseph, 
Prasanna, Devendran, Naveen and Bharat) and Madhavan was selected as the team captain. Further 
3 students (Bharat, Karthikeyan and Vani) were selected for 100M running under athletics category. 
The registration process was done through online. The Sports event was conducted on the 17th of 
February 2023 at SRM University, Katankalathur. 
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Our children though didn’t win against the other 
school teams there enthusiasm and courage is worth 
noting. Their smiles after even losing the events 
eventually told us  that they have the capacity of 
accepting losing or winning with the same stride. 
We are indeed proud of them We are extremely 
proud to have dedicated staff that continuously give 
their best to the children and the organisation. 

 

NATIONAL 
DRAWING 

COMPETITION 
 
PATHWAY had registered and 
participated in a national 
drawing competition which was 
conducted by the United Schools 
Organisation of India based in 
Delhi. Organised in 
collaboration with their 
partners, the competition not 
only provides students a national 
platform to explore their 
creativity, but also helps to 

increase awareness 
on various areas of 
social and global 
importance by 
catering to the needs 
of the specially-
abled children 
nationally.   
One of USO’s main 
aim is to 

ensure ‘inclusiveness’.  Keeping that in mind, the past few competitions have been open to 
all schools, including students from  special schools.   
PATHWAY had sent in 36 entires depending on the topics given for various age group. We 
are proud to announce that Perarasu from 5-10 age category secured the third position and 
the remaining students received their E-Certificates. We applaud our wonderful kids for their 
participation 
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CREATIVE VOCATIONAL work - NEW IDEAS 
 

AIR DRY CLAY – new products 
We are always on the lookout for new vocations to 
break the monotony of work. After being 
successful in making our newspaper nativity 
regarding the faces that we designed we decided 
to venture furthermore with this material. The idea 
was to create something new from the paper clay 
which dries lightweight and the fevicol and 
varnish adds lustre to the beauty of the product. 
This is a water-based, air dry, modelling clay 
made in Japan. It should not be confused with 
paperclay, a term typically applied to a mix of 
ceramic clay and paper fibers that are fired in a 
kiln to create a light ceramic form. It is non-toxic 
and air dries to the hardness of soft wood that can be sanded silky smooth. It dries lightweight and is 
archival: art made from this material can last over a 100 years. 

 
It handles similarly to stoneware clay: You can soften and smooth it by adding water, and if it 
becomes a little too dry, spritzing it with water brings it back to life.  

It blends easily, but it’s also stiff enough to allow for gestural work as well as details. It can also be 
carved and drilled once dry. While not unbreakable 
by any means, CPC is surprisingly resilient. 
Depending on the object, it can survive a drop, 
which is not something that can easily be said for 
ceramics. 

This paper clay holds details very well  and it has 
the best adhesion from all the other air dry clays we 
have tried.  It sticks to all sorts of materials 
including aluminum foil, wood, and Styrofoam. 

 
It only comes in one colour, a sort of off-white, but 
once dried it can be painted with almost anything.  

Creative Paperclay allows for techniques that 
would not be possible with traditional ceramic due 
to the requirement for firing.  

This material we felt was the most ideal type since 
its- 

 Approx. 1/8 weight of conventional paper clay 

and 1/20 weight after dries. 

https://www.susiebenes.com/blogs/news/90999747-the-secrets-of-sculpting-with-creative-paperclay-tools-and-essential-techniques-i
https://www.susiebenes.com/blogs/news/88168707-almost-everything-you-need-la-doll-premix-and-premier-clay-spotlight
https://www.susiebenes.com/blogs/news/88168707-almost-everything-you-need-la-doll-premix-and-premier-clay-spotlight
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 Least sticky to hands, feels extremely smooth and 

very easy to mold, extra light ,dries quickly. AP 

approved. 

 Can make colored clay with paint. 

 Easy to paint while modeling and also after drying 

Can be applied to cans/plastic bottles etc to make 

vases 

 
These positive features spurred us to create new products in form of 
flowers. Teaching aides, and methodology was discussed and 
formed. We were surprised to see our final outcome which had 
brought applauds from our group. The idea of flowers was to reduce 
the buying of fresh flowers in bouquet form and the vases were 
replaced by using eco friendly and recycled material. We are indeed 
proud of our vocation group which sought to not just indulge in 
making new products but maintains high standard of quality too.We have included some pictures to 
give an idea to our readers.  
 

THE ART OF   QUILLING 
 
Paper quilling can be traced 
back to the 15th century. 
However, some historians 
believe it originated in Ancient 
Egypt! Although the exact 
origins are somewhat of a 
mystery, one thing we know to 
be true is that quilling was 
widely practiced in 18th-
century France, Italy, and 
England. Paper quilling (also 
called paper filigree) is a paper 
art where you roll thin paper 
strips into coils and pinch them 
into different shapes. Those 
shapes are then put together to 

form all sorts of designs from flowers, snowflakes and animals to mosaics and other creative patterns. 
The name quilling is thought to come from the origin of the art; birds' feathers, or quills, were used 
to coil the strips of paper around. The art of quilling has been around for centuries, with a remarkably 
varied historical background spanning across continents. 
With help of quilling you can make keyrings, jewellery, decorative items, Greeting cards, 3D models 
and many more. We at pathway decided to make quilled beads which would become a part of a 
garland. The light weight structure of the finished oval ball made it easier to incorporate in our new 
project of manking a garland which would be weightless when worn round the neck. Some examples 
of the same have been depicted. 
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ETHEREAL COCONUT SHELL  FLOWERS 
 

The process of coconut crafts involves sketching, cutting, 
sanding, and buffing to create the finished product. The 
process involved in sourcing the coconut shell for the 
finished product has undergone drastic changes. Initially, 
hand tools were used to carve, cut, and finish the edges. 

There are different examples  of handicraft made of coconut 
shell. The most creative ones are hats, mats, baskets, wall 
hanging, rugs, toys etc which are manufactured from 
various parts of this tree. But, it is the shell of a coconut that 
is most commonly used in the art and craft world. Bowls, 
cups, spoons, coasters, bas, belts are formed out of the hard 
shell of coconut by the skilled hands of the artisans. Coconut 
shells initially were used as a flammable material for 
outdoor stove fire. But as this craft form got soon 
established and started flourishing in this state, the usage of 
coconut shells also changed. At present, this craft is used to 
make different types of items like desk-top accessories, 

lifestyle products like paperweights, serving bowls, mobile stands. These products are now kept at 
famous handicrafts stores which are a  huge demand in foreign countries. This craft is gaining 
popularity slowly which will due to its high demand keep increasing with time. 

We realise that the Coconut shell craft product is not only eco-friendly but is also durable despite 
being light in weight. Keeping all the above 
knowledge in mind we at Pathway too decided too 
create handicrafts out of this versatile raw material 
which is in abundance at our farm. This has led to 
another handicraft to our existing handicraft projects 
for our vocation work. Ideas have been put into 
action and this the creative and attractive bowls idea 
took shape. Along with this we also have converted 
the cocont shell into dazzling flowers which add 
beauty to any flower arrangement. 

The process of coconut crafts involves sketching, 
cutting, sanding, and buffing to create the finished 
product. Initially, the worker begins by cutting off 
the coconut shell with a band-saw to reveal the 
interior of the coconut and Scoop out the flesh of the 
coconut with a chisel. Once it is  dry it is easy to 
remove. At each stage, sanding is done to make the 
surface smooth. Finally buffing is done for the inside 
surface in case of a hollow product or serving 
bowl.Oil is applied to the inside surface of the shell.  
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The edges of the coconut shell are made smooth by filing or by 
sanding with sandpaper. This process is followed repeatedly till 
the finish is satisfactory.  The outer surface of the shell is 
cleaned using a buffing machine and then the inner part of the 
shell is smoothened.  

Regarding the flowers After a shape is cut out, the edges are 
made smooth by filing or by sanding with sandpaper. It is then 
polished using wood polish.  Alternatively, if a glossy finish is 
desired, it is given a coat of synthetic varnish. If the surface is 
to have a dark finish then it is painted before the varnish coat is 
applied. The inside of the object in this case is first rubbed with 
sandpaper to get the desired smoothness and then it is buffed on 
the machine. 

 

OUR HUMBLE  HANDMADE BROOM 
All parts of the coconut tree are beneficial to humans in some way. The yellowing coconut tree leaves 
can be used to make baskets, and also woven into mats to form roof thatching, mulching for plants, 
and even brooms. However, making a beautiful, handmade broom is simple, enjoyable, and useful. 
Leaflets from three to four coconut tree fronds are also required. Making a broom out of leaflets 
usually take less than two hours. 

The team of 3 to 4 students are asked along with the supervisor to gather the fronds of a coconut tree. 
from the bottom-most branches that are turning a little yellow to be used in making of a large broom. 
They are asked to trim the leaflets from the fronds with a machete. The then collected leaflets are 
bundled and  transported to their working area where they will be able to work comfortably. 
 
The next step is to take a leaflet and insert the knife between the mid-rib and also the greens. It is 
sheared along the mid-rib to separate the greens. The remaining greens can also be pulled down with 
hands. There may be a thin layer of greens attached to the mid-rib . They are instructed to remove 
these strands from the sticks as well, using the knife. Having collected enough sticks to make a 
broom. A aid is used to measure the thickness required using a piece of pipe having the desired 
diameter. All the gathered sticks are then levelled bottom against a hard surface. Earlier we were 
tying the broom with coir rope which has 
been replaced using waster empty water 
bottles of the required girth. The bottle is 
finally heated with an hot air tool which 
shrinks the plastic to the shape making it 
easier to handle the broom and finally the 
ends of the broom are trimmed to give an 
aesthetic look. This added value increases 
the product value. 
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TERRACE GARDEN 
 

"The glory of gardening: hands in the dirt, head in the sun, heart with nature. To 
nurture a garden is to feed not just the body, but the soul." —Alfred Austin 

 
Terrace gardening has grown 
popular of late, because of 
increasing pressure on land and 
increasing costs. These gardens 
can be set up successfully almost 
all kinds of buildings like 
residential flats, individual houses, 
commercial hubs, godowns and 
factories. Roof gardening 
or Terrace gardening is also an art 
of creating the greenery and it can 
be maintained on the roof top. The 
ideal roof garden can be 
established with the availability of 
sufficient sun light and water. 

The benefits of gardening are numerous! The garden with its aroma and the lush green gives a 
pleasant feeling to anyone especially if one is living in the city. It also becomes a physical exercise 
for the children. Right from the mixing of the potting soil to harvesting of the yield is done by the 
children. The joy in each child’s face is priceless as they harvest the fruit of their labor. 
 
 There are some obvious reasons why gardening is 
good for your health and well being, like: 
 getting physical exercise,  
 being in fresh air,  
 getting sunlight (vitamin D), 
 being in an aesthetically pleasing natural environment,  
 having nourishing connection with earth and nature, 
 having something to take care of – growing little seed 
into a mature plant,  
 improving dexterity in the hands from picking little pesky weeds or sowing tiny seeds, 
 consuming your own flavorful and nutritious fresh fruit and vegetables, 
 growing your own herbs to take care of common health ailments. 
 Garden Benefits 
 Gardening activities help to increase fine and gross motor skills, body awareness, and motion  
 Connecting children with each other: Gardening encourages one-on-one interaction 
 Gardening is an equalizer - children learn that despite their different abilities, in the garden 
they have more in common with each other than they may have realized 
 Provide a calming connection to nature and the broader world 
 The garden can be a great getaway from a rigid classroom and structured therapies and can 
provide an opportunity to have fun 

https://krishijagran.com/agripedia/easy-steps-to-set-up-terrace-garden/
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 Plants are a great way to 
get kids familiar with different 
textures and scents of plants in a 
controlled manner 
 Gardening with children 
who have special needs is indeed 
a very rewarding experience. 
Creating and maintaining the 
ornamental plants and 
vegetables, plants has long been 
recognized as being therapeutic. 
Over these years of experience 
we feel that it is a tool to help 
these special children to develop 
necessary skills and in turn enjoy 
the fruit of success not just by 
money but also by being in 

nature. Their motor skills have improved, working in a group has increased their social and personal 
skills which has culminated in further self confidence building.  
 Basically there are plenty benefits to health and environment which include  
 Reducing the indoor temperature by  6 to 8 degree  
 Reducing overall heat absorption of buildings 
 Terrace garden also helps in retaining the rainwater thus helping in rain water harvesting. 

 Able to produce pesticide free healthy greens 
and vegetables 
 Providing a regular physical exercise clean 
fresh air and proximity with nature 
 Bringing down sound pollution and a beautiful 
haven for birds to nest  
 The only disadvantage  of terrace garden is --It 
requires labour to maintain 
 
We have also observed that the children have 
shown less aggressiveness and reduced stress and 
tension. 
 
Our  terrace garden has withstood 2 cyclones and 
heavy rains, it was time to renovate the garden 
setup. Before starting the work, the plants were 
shifted to a new place. 
With the help of the children and staff the project 
started with purchase of the iron pipes, paints and 
welding electrodes were purchased. 
 
The shade net and the chain-link mesh were 
removed. The existing poles were cut at the equal 
height and is grinded smoothly without and sharp 
edges. 
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 An inter-locking setup was designed, a 2” channel is cut in 4” 
length. A small hole is drilled and a 12mm nut is welded on to that 
piece. similarly, more pieces were made and are welded to the 
poles vertically. 
 
The 1 ½” pipe were cut by measuring the distance from one pole 
to the other and are cut with the same measurement. A 4” piece 
was cut from the same square channel and are welded on both the 
ends of the square channel. Then the welded 1 ½” square channel 
is fitted on to the poles. Once all the poles are fitted in their 
respective places. Then the poles and square channel are painted 
with metal oxide to prevent it from rust. Then two layers of paint 
is applied for all the iron materials. The sides of the nursery are 
covered with a chain link mesh to reinforce rigidity and as a safety 
for the children. To cover the top and sides a 75% shade net is used 
to prevent the plants from direct sunlight. The total length of the 
garden is measure and the pieces of the shade net is stitched 
together. The stitched shade net is then put on top the nursery and 
is locked on the top and sides using nylon cable ties. Then nursery 
water irrigation system was upgraded to a mist sprayer. Small ring 
are welded in running length and the water pipes are passed inside 
the rings. At equal spacing a tee joint is introduced in between the 
water pipes to fit the four-way mist sprayer. The plants are 
arranged in their respective places and the newly installed 
watering system is turned on to check it full functionality. Nothing 

would have been possible if the special kids had not been so keen to help and be a part of the project. 
Their care, understanding and love indeed motivates us to do more. Their happiness expression in 
completing their nursery project can only be felt. 
 
After doing the above mentioned set up we decided to use pipes running around the periphery pf our 
tearrace garden area to grow money plant which will eventually cover the sides of the open areas and 
provide a cool climate and temperature for our plants to grow better. The kids have taken this project 
seriously and tend to it sincerely day and night. It’s a real pleasure to watch them tend their plants 
with the greatest care.  
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 “There is a garden in every childhood, an 
enchanted place where colors are brighter, the 
air softer, and the morning more fragrant than 
ever again.” —Elizabeth Lawrence 

VOCATIONAL - JOB 
TRAINING & 
PLACEMENT 

To meet the employment challenges of the 

disabled, Pathway offers the following jobs to its students: Over the years, Pathway has developed 
some long term, time-tested relationships with certain companies, organizations, and individuals who 

TYPE OF VOCATION NO. OF TRAINEES 

WEAVING 25 

GREETING CARD: HANDMADE 10 

JEWELLERY MAKING /PAPER MACHE 15 

SPECIAL ARTIFACT WITH BEADS 20 

BAKING 10 

MAKING OF PRESENTATION ITEMS 15 

GARDENING 12 

SELLING VARIOUS PRODUCE 4 

PACKAGING 2 

HELPERS 8 

CLEANING & BOOK BINDING 6 
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have consistently supported the Center and its endeavors to rehabilitate and employ its students. 
Additionally, many small businesses and individuals regularly buy services from the Center's 
printing, handicrafts, jewellery making and bakery facilities.  
  

MEDICAL UNIT- 
 

Being an entire lockdown period the medical centre extended its 
services to the inmates for their safety. The below given statistics are 
from the last financial year. Pathway’s medical programme is a 
comprehensive and continues to grow. Established 36 years ago in a 
rented building in the slums of Thiruvanmiyur, Kamarajnagar, the 
medical centre is committed to providing care for both Pathway 
patients and poor communities within Pathway’s reach. 
 Medical centre began with a modest grant from the Drawings 
& Sponsorship EMMAUS of Switzerland 
 Established under the direction of late Dr. V. Shankaran, 
Professor of Surgery (Retd) 
 Now located within the Pathway Centre building in 
Thiruvanmiyur, with funding from : 
 Late Judge William Sheffield, USA 
 Mr. Jean-Luc and Mrs. Carole Butel, USA 
 
On average over 4030 patients are treated every month at the medical 
facility: 
 Nearly 800 are men.  
 Over 3230 are women and children 
 
 The medical centre runs now with the help of three visiting doctors 
namely- Dr Sukeshi, Dr. N Jagannathan and Dr. Manoprakash. The 
medical centre has the following capabilities: Total number of cases 
treated is  : 48367   Men : 9742, Women and Children : 
38625                                                                                                                                                                            

SPRAYING OF MEDICINE DONE EVERY WEEK AND THE OTHER MEASURES TO CURB INFECTION 
WERE THE FOLLOWING:- 

1 Staff and children staying in our centre have been educated to prevent spread of COVID-19 by 
giving the following instructions such as- 

• Clean your hands often. Use soap and water, or an alcohol-based hand rub. 
• Maintain a safe distance from anyone who is coughing or sneezing. 
• Wear a mask when physical distancing is not possible. 
• Don’t touch your eyes, nose or mouth. 
• Cover your nose and mouth with your bent elbow or a tissue when you cough or sneeze. 
• Stay home if you feel unwell. 
• If you have a fever, cough and difficulty breathing, to report immediately 

2.Wearing of masks 
3. Proper use of sanitizers  
4. Teaching and online classes conducted on the above  
5. Physically training the kids to make their masks with proper instructions 
6.Discussed the advantages of not meeting and shaking hands with anyone 

OUR MEDICAL DOCTORS 
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7. Looking into their personal hygiene and safety 
8.All therapies are being conducted online for the kids 
9. Conducting daily visit by medical doctors, checking their temperatures and bp. Instructing 
parents of day care children to avail our medical facilities.  
10. Provisions and monetary assistance given to all our day care and temporary custodial kids 
11. Any kind of emergency and help can be reported to the concerned staff and immediate action 
taken on that. 
12..Corporation has been instructed to spray medication outside the building and wash rooms, 
corridors etc every week 
13. Garbage refuse is collected everyday by the corporation 
15.Maintenance and cleanliness is maintained on daily basis 
16.Fresh food is supplied daily, vegetables are ordered every week and provisions for a month. 
17.No refrigerated food is offered to any one 
18.Phone facility is offered and  Counselling is done by their special educators 
19. To keep them active online classes are being conducted 
 20. Therapeutic work like gardening, TV, bakery and handicraft making is introduced with proper 
instruction 

 CHENNAI STAFF 
 

Pathway currently employs a total of 48 staff members at the Chennai centre, plus 4 honorary experts 

 

GENERAL MEDICAL 
CONSULTATION DRESSING AND INJECTION AREA PEDIATRIC CARE PHARMACY 

MINOR SURGICAL PROBLEMS PSYCHIATRIC OUT PATIENT CARE MEDICAL STORE TREATMENT ROOM 

STAFF No STAFF No . STAFF No . 
SPEECH PATHOLOGIST & 
AUDIOLOGIST-part time 1 ASSISTANT 

TEACHERS 3 HELPERS 6 

PEDIATRICIAN 1 OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPIST 1 CLEANERS 3 

PHYSICIAN, SURGEON 2 YOGA INSTRUCTOR 1 ACCOUNTANT 2 

DENTIST 1 PHYSIOTHERAPIST 2 PUBLIC RELATION OFFICER 1 

NURSE 2 VOCATIONAL 
INSTRUCTORS 4 WATCHMAN 1 

MEDICAL/DENTAL 
ASSISTANTS 2 BAKERY ASSISTANT 1 DRIVERS 2 

SPECIAL EDUCATORS 13 WARDEN 1  COOK 2 

CONDITION NO OF 
CASES CONDITION NO OF 

CASES CONDITION NO OF 
CASES CONDITION NO OF 

CASES 

FEVER 988 INJURY 405 ECZEMA 301 MUSCLE SPASM 250 
RESPIRATORY 
INFECTION 1005 DYS MENORRHOEA 65 CHEST PAIN 261 ACUTE GASTRITIS 

APD 413 

ACUTE GASTUEU 399 ASTH BRONCHAITIS 570 VOMITTING 380 GIDDINESS + 
NAUSEA 381 

HYPERTENSION 727 DIABETES 376 EYE 
INFECTION 3 DIABETES FOOT 

SYNDROME 134 

ABDOMINAL PAIN 406 CATARACT SURGERIES 12 MYALGIA 602 SEIZURE 
DISORDER 1418 

GENERAL MEDICAL CHECKUP 39286 
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TRAINING OF TRAINERS 
 

 The institution regularly conducts training programme for the 
parents in the various aspects of rehabilitation. Parents are 
encouraged to join various programmes of the centre and work 
with the special children with special needs. They are also given 
opportunities to join as regular staff in various programmes for 
the children and adults of the centre. Groups of parents who 
have expressed their willingness to work are encouraged to 
assist the day care programme in several ways. We have 
conducted three parents teachers meet over this year 

 
 SELF HELP GROUPS OF PARENTS 

 
“The parent's association of Pathway” has 
successfully formed 'Self Help Groups' 
(SHG) . These groups 
consists of parents of 
Intellectually disabled 
children and adults of the 
centre. The intention of 
the organization to form 
such group was to 
energize and empower 
parents to take lead in 
helping their children in 
various projects drawn by 
the organization. The 
organization has 

ambitious programme for the SHG in organizing sales of 
various products made by the organization, involving children 
and parents of the children, so that the SHG can work towards 
economic emancipation of their wards. 

BENEFITS OF THE TRAINING 
PROGRAMME 

 
The training programs will provide 20-30 qualified and 
interested helping hands in integrated education to the Farm and 
reduce the overhead recurring costs. Candidates trained at the 
Farm are expected to acquire all round expertise which includes 
general management of the disabled, working with normal 
children, residential rehabilitation program, specific skills in the 
techniques of scientific agriculture, etc. Training will be unique as no such programs 
are available in other centers. We are participating in  the CRE programmes this year. 
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OUR FOUNDER’S DAY- 
MEDICAL CAMP AT MATHUR VILLAGE 

 
As our previous medical camp was conducted in 
the remembrance of our Beloved Founder Dr 
ADSN Prasad turned out to be more beneficial, 
Our Director Madam and the board of trustees 
wanted to organize another camp in the mid 
December at the nearby village. We have selected 
the Mathur village which was surrounded by 
Agili, Agili colony, Mathur colony, 
muniyanthangal and Chintamani. Agili has a total 
population of 1,214 peoples, out of which male 
population is 619 while female population is 595. 
Literacy rate of Agili village is 61.29% out of 
which 68.34% males and 53.95% females are 

literate. There are about 299 houses in agili 
village.  The Mathur village has population of 
1186 of which 586 are males while 600 are 
females as per Population Census.  
In Mathur village population of children with 
age 0-6 is 106 which makes up 8.94 % of total 
population of village. Average Sex Ratio of 
Mathur village is 1024 which is higher than 
Tamil Nadu state average of 996. Child Sex 
Ratio for the Mathur as per census is 893, lower 
than Tamil Nadu average of 943. 
 
An Expert team of doctors, dentist, therapist and 
lab technicians were eager in conducting the camp. The event was fixed on the 18th December. Staff 
and students from all the three center contributed to the camp. The special children served as 
volunteers. Mr. Nandhakumar, president of Agili village and Mr. Paneer Selvam, president of Mathur 
village were invited as the guest of honour. Our Director madam and president of pathway felicitated 

the guest. In the beginning, respect was paid to 
our Beloved Founder by all our staff and 
children. At first there was only few patients 
who walked in to the camp, as time goes by a 
huge number of patients walked in. people of 
all age groups have visited the doctors. The 
experts had no time to take a break. It was a 
beautiful sight to see the children taking care of 
the elderly people whether be it supporting 
them to walk and climb the stairs or steering the 
wheel chair. The nurse along with the staff 
carefully monitored the Pulse, BP and weight of 
all the patients. Then the patients were sent to 
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the concerned doctors or therapist. We are very 
proud to have such dedicated children and staff 
at our organisation. A total of 400 patients have 
visited the camp. We had general physicians, 
diabetologist, dentist, physiotherapist, speech & 
audiologist and occupational therapist. Every 
doctor and therapist were very busy with the 
patients. We believe that it was a beneficial camp 
for the villagers.  
 
We are extremely proud to share that the 
surgeries were successful which was conducted 
at ARVIND EYE HOSPITAL. We are grateful 
for all those beautiful souls who volunteered to 
achieve the same. Cataract is one of the most common causes of visual impairment in the world. 
According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), cataract is the leading cause of blindness all 
over the world, responsible for 47.8% of blindness and accounting for 17.7 million blind people. In 

India, 80% of the blindness is due to cataract. 
Various modifiable risk factors associated with 
cataract include UV exposure, diabetes, 
hypertension, body mass index (BMI), drug 
usage, smoking and socioeconomic factors; but 
advancing age is the single most important risk 
factor for cataract. 
The prevalence of cataract in a rural population 
(≥40 years) of Southern India was studied and it 
was reported that the prevalence was less in men 
compared to women. In India, a very few 
population based studies have been undertaken to 
explore the risk factors for cataract in older age 
group, especially since the proportion of the 

elderly has been significantly increasing in the country; the 60 + population which stood at 56 million 
in 1991 is now estimated to  be 138 million in 2021. Prasad’s contribution in the service of the 
disabled has been many fold. As an young man of 21 years when he started Pathway in a humble 
circumstances in a rented building he started serving children with mental retardation and cerebral 
palsy as inmates. Perhaps Pathway was the only 
centre available at that time apart from another 
facility that was admitting children through police 
and courts. Right from that time Prasad was able 
serve children single handedly with various other 
problems that included speech and hearing 
problems, autism besides mental disability. On an 
average over 100-120 children were being 
assisted by him directly every day, where he used 
to spend his time administering therapy and total 
care. For years from April 1975 till 1985, Pathway 
was run entirely from his personal contribution. 
At today’s costs the expenses were anywhere 
around 2 Lakhs per month. His monetary 
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contribution would be around Rs.2 Crores at today’s costs. In addition to serving children with 
disabilities in the centre Prasad fanned out to different cities and districts of Tamil Nadu and Andhra 
Pradesh and conducted diagnostic and rehabilitation camps for the disabled, hundreds of children 
with various disabilities were examined and offered intervention programme. Right from that day till 
today Prasad has been serving children with poverty and disability free of cost. After 1984-85 
Pathway started soliciting support from individuals, organizations and government More than 46500 
children have been examined by Pathway over the years and nearly 45,000 children with various 
disabilities have been assisted. The Centre opened its door in offering primary medical care to the 
neighboring poor men, women and children, till now over 5.3 Lakh adults and children have been 
assisted with medical, pediatric and dental care. In addition to this Pathway has also initiated primary 
literary programme for poor slum children, every year the organization assists over 150 children in 
their everyday studies offering them free tuition and other support. Prasad with the aid of munificent 
support received from highly loyal and committed donors established a large Agro farm for Children 
in a large agricultural tract of land about 90 Kms from Chennai. This agro farm is one of its kind that 
offers top notch facilities for the integrated education and rehabilitation of able and disabled children 
and adults. The organization has constructed large well planned buildings to offer high class 
education for orphan, destitute and poor children. Disabled friendly buildings have been built to offer 
services to the disabled, without any bias to their religion caste or any other consideration. This 
facility is offering support for nearly 300 children and adults every day. In addition to this Pathway 
has initiated community based rehabilitation programme ( CBR) in several villages serving scores of 
disabled children and adults with various disorders, right at their door steps.Prasad right from the 
beginning has been challenged with health issues, he as a student in the ALL India Institute of Speech 
and Hearing met with an accident when he suffered considerable injury to his face , jaws and teeth, 
which caused continuous and chronic issues. He also underwent a surgery to correct an anomaly in 
his coccyx. When he was 22 years old he was diagnosed to have had Psoriasis and this became a 
huge and dreaded challenge for him life along. Drugs such as high dosage of steroids used caused 
irreversible problems all his life, at the age of 43 years Prasad developed bilateral cataract, he 
developed severe osteoporosis leading to four fractures in his spine, severe endocrinal disorder. He 
also developed obesity, diabetes and hypertension. His weight from 65 Kgs increased to 110 Kgs. 
As he was receiving high dosage of steroids he developed severe problems in immunity, leading to 
constant abscess formation that required repeated surgical intervention. His challenges continued 
with detection of cancer in vocal chords which required immediate micro laryngeal surgery with 
radiation. On top of all this now Prasad has been diagnosed with cancer In his bladder that require 
immediate major surgery that was being performed at the Cancer Institute. 
Prasad has won several state, national and international awards for the services rendered to disabled. 
He received the Japanese SIVUS Award for Exceptional Services for Intellectually Disabled, The 
Tamil Nadu Government awarded best institution awards for Pathway’s services and Prasad received 
national award from Prime Minister A B Vajpayee for outstanding services rendered to the disabled. 
In addition to this he has received many other awards from national and state bodies for the services 
rendered towards the disabled. Prasad was a visionary leader who left a legacy of service. He was 
anxious to find and serve the poorest of the poor in any way he could and inspired those around him 
to do the same. Today it is seven years of his leaving this earthly abode.  

We will continue to carry his legacy and mission of serving the most needy. Over days and months 
to come our work will be further intensified to reach out to more people in the rural areas and try to 
ease human suffering as much as we can. 

We thank each individual soul paid or volunteer who are a part of our journey in helping the 
community. Their selfless courage and positive attitude we salute. 
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RJ’S MUSIC PASSION TEAM  

RJ’s Music Passion Team’s vision is to conduct the musical shows to help genuine and promising 
NGOs and NPOs Pan India, and to encourage new comers with genuine talent. They are also 

committed to give the honorary contribution to the genuine NGOs that are doing real work for the 
society.  Dr Chandra Prasad, Hony. Director/Co-Founder of Dr Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable 

Trust was  invited as the Chief guest for the above event.  She was  honoured and presented with a 
shawl, memento and a cheque in the name of the trust 
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LIFE ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FROM VYAPAAR JAGAT 

Dr. Chandra Prasad of Dr Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust was awarded the "Lifetime 
Achievement Award" for providing comprehensive care and educational opportunities for 

Intellectually Disabled children by 1Million Entrepreneurs International Forum (non gov, not for 
profit org) in association with VyaaparJagat.com organized by FEMPRENEUR 2023 on 19th 

March 2023 at Ahmedabad 
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Pathway has received numerous awards and prizes from various sources and institutions over the 
years: 

The Federation of NGO,Tamilnadu honoured our Director and Co Founder of Dr Dathu 
Rao Memorial Charitable Trust, Dr CHANDRA PRASAD as the BEST SOCIAL SERVICE 
AWARD”. This was presented by Dr. J Sadhakathullah, M.Sc., Agri and Dr. Radhakrishnan M.A., 
Ph.D., along with the team of K. Iyappan, R. Ashok kumar, R. Perumal, Balu Aiiyah, K. 
Karunanithi, A Ramamoorthi, Dr. K Ramamoorthi, Dr. Vivekanandhan , Shakthivel, Dr. Ummayal 
Murugasen,and  V. Prabhu on the 28th May 2023 at Prasad Lab, Saligramam, Chennai. 

Dr. Chandra Prasad of Dr Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust was awarded the "Lifetime 
Achievement Award" for providing comprehensive care and educational opportunities for 
Intellectually Disabled children by 1Million Entrepreneurs International Forum (non gov, not for 
profit org) in association with VyaaparJagat.com organized by FEMPRENEUR 2023 on 19th 
March 2023 at Ahmedabad 

Awarding Ceremony of Working Women Achiever Award (WWAA) was hosted by Ooruni 
foundation. Dr Chandra Prasad was presented an award under the Lifetime Achievement Award 
category at Chennai Institute of Technology, Kundrathur on the 4th March 2023. 

RJ’s Music Passion Team’s vision is to conduct the musical shows to help genuine and 
promising NGOs and NPOs Pan India, and to encourage new comers with genuine talent. 
They are also committed to give the honorary contribution to the genuine NGOs that are doing real 
work for the society.  Dr Chandra Prasad, Hony. Director/Co-Founder of Dr Dathu Rao Memorial 
Charitable Trust was  invited as the Chief guest for the above event.  She was  honoured and 
presented with a shawl, memento and a cheque in the name of the trust 

Social impact Awards 2023 is an initiative by Indian CSR Awards organized by Brand 
Honchos, DR  DATHU RAO MEMORIAL CHARITABLE TRUST has been awarded this 
prestigious award for the category -Best NGO of the year-2022-23 (South) on 21st January 2023. 
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 Best Social Service Award by Puthia Vanigam Publications award conferred on 
CHANDRA PRASAD in the year 2022 on 26th November 

 
 Dr Chandra Prasad, Co-founder of “Dr Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust-Pathway” 

received the award under the “Social Good and Impact Category” MAHATMA AWARD 1st 
October 2022 by Amit Sachdeva, Founder of  Mahatma Award 
 
 

 Social Award on 112TH Birthday Anniversary of MOTHER TERESA by Rev Verghese 
Rosario under the aegis of Saint Mother Teresa Charitable Trust conferred on CHANDRA 
PRASAD in the year 2022 on 26th August 
 

 Received the BEST NGO OF THE YEAR  award from Rural & Urban Development 
Summit & Awards 2022 with University Partner - SRM University & presented by the Government 
of India & implemented by Summentor Pro Sales & Marketing Consultants at India Habitat Centre 
on 8th July 2022  
 
 

 DR DATHU RAO MEMORIAL CHARITABLE TRUST-( NGO ) has won the award for 
Best NGO of the Year - INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED CHILDREN AND ADULTS at 
Time2Leap National Awards - MSME Edition 2020-2021. 
 

 Dr Chandra Prasad, Co-founder of “Dr Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust-Pathway” 
received the award from “Dr. Kiran Bedi, 24th Lieutenant Governor of Puducherry” under the 
“Social Impact Category” MAHATMA AWARD for Covid-19 Humanitarian Efforts on the 1st 
October 2021 by Amit Sachdeva, Founder of  Mahatma Award 
 

  Director & Co-founder, Dr. Chandra prasad has been awarded the BEST SEVA RATNA 
AWARD by the Kovai express YouTube channel and Thaitamil academy on 28.08.2021 
 

 Eight staff members from Pathway India-Chennai center were given MOTHER TERESA 
AWARD by former judge-High Court of Madras, Justice S.Tamilvanan on  26.08. 2021.  
 
 

 DR CHANDRA PRASAD, Co-Founder Pathway Centre For Rehabilitation and Education 
of The Intellectual Disabled receiving the  STAR OF EXCELLENCE AWARD  
 at Rajaratnam Kalai Arangam ON 20.03.2021 from the NATIONAL INTEGRITY CULTURAL 
ACADEMY. 
 

 THIS YEAR, MAHATMA AWARD FOR SOCIAL GOOD 2020 IN `DISABILITY 
AND INCLUSION’ was presented to CHANDRA PRASAD, Co-Founder And Honorary Director 
of  Dr.Dathu Rao Memorial Charitable Trust, On 30th January 2021.by Amit Sachdeva, Founder of  
Mahatma Award 
 

 CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION FOR PATHWAY-SABIN CENTRE for 
rendering unparallel service to Differently Abled during pandemic period of COVID 19 
 

  INTERNATIONAL UNICEF COUNCIL -ACCREDITED BY INTERNATIONAL 
COUNCIL, USA has conferred the GLOBAL BEST SOCIAL WORKER AWARD to  
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DR CHANDRA PRASAD in recognition of her outstanding excellence, superior performance and 
accomplishments in the field of Social Work for the year 2020 and appointed her as SENATOR 
for INTERNATIONAL UNICEF COUNCIL. 

Our organisation has been nominated for receiving a Trophy for 2019-20  in the Category 
of Charitable Association from CFBP JAMNALAL BAJAJ UCHIT VYAVAHAR PURASKAR - 
2019-20 

The NATIONAL AWARD FOR THE EMPOWERMENT OF PERSONS WITH 
DISABILITIES in the category of BEST INDIVIDUAL – PROFESSIONAL FOR THE YEAR 
2019 is conferred on DR. CHANDRA PRASAD for her achievements. 

Receiving the MAHATHMA GANDHI AWARD on Oct 1st 2019, on the 150th 
Anniversary of our Father of the Nation for SOCIAL GOOD 

The Global Peace University  has conferred the HONORARY DOCTORATE  in the degree 
of - DOCTOR OF SOCIAL WORK on CHANDRA PRASAD on the first of September 2019. 

BEST SOCIAL WORKER AWARD conferred on CHANDRA PRASAD in the year 
2019 by the Hon’ble Chief Minister Mr Edappadi K. Palaniswami, Govt. of Tamilnadu  

On 19th January 2019  the Kancheepuram District Self Financing School Association 
honoured our school in the –THE FIFTH AWARDS CEREMONY’ for hundred percent result for 
the tenth standard for the year 2017-2018 

Bharath Jyothi Excellence Award conferred on CHANDRA PRASAD IN THE YEAR 2018 
by the National Integrity Cultural Academy under Global Achievers Council 

Social Award on 107TH Birthday Anniversary of MOTHER TERESA by Justice S 
Rajeswaran and Justice M V Muralidharan of Madras High Court conferred on CHANDRA 
PRASAD in the year 2017 

GODFREY PHILIP Social Bravery Special Award conferred on A. D. S. N .PRASAD in 
the year 2013 

THE PROFESSOR RAMESH K OZA Oration Award conferred on A. D. S. N. PRASAD 
in the year 2013 

“Best Employee” awarded to one Pathway employees    – Hon’ble Social Welfare Minister, 
Government of Tamil Nadu, 2013 

"The Noble Soul Award" -  Award of Excellence in the field of Social Responsibility & for 
Valuable Support presented by Sathyabama University on 7th December 2013 

Pathway Centre for Rehabilitation & Education of Mentally Retarded was awarded ''  
–The Best Institution for the Disabled for the year 2009-2010 by the Hon’ble Chief Minister of
TamilNadu,  - Mr. M. Karunanidhi
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“MCDS-Award for a couple rendering exceptional services to the disabled” awarded to - 
–Mrs Chandra Prasad and A D S N Prasad, 2007.  Award consisted of cash award, plaque and a
citation handed over by Hon’ble Shri Surjit Singh Barnala, Governor of Tamil Nadu, in the
presence of many distinguished persons including Mr. Devarajan, Managing Trustee of MCDS.

Award for “Services Rendered to the Mentally Disabled” 
–Council of Parent's Association of the Mentally Retarded, Chennai, 2002

“Vocation Excellence” award to A.D.S.N. Prasad for his services to the disabled 
–Rotary Club International, 1999

1998 award for “Most Outstanding Institution in India Serving the Disabled” and “Most 
Outstanding Employer of the Disabled in India”  
–Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee, (awarded in 1999)

“Best Institution Serving the Disabled” 
– Hon’ble Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, Ms. J. Jayalalithaa, 1995

“Best Employer of the Disabled” 
– Hon’ble Social Welfare Minister, Government of Tamil Nadu, 1995

“Best Employees” awarded to two Pathway employees 
– Hon’ble Social Welfare Minister, Government of Tamil Nadu, 1995

“Exceptional Contribution for Services to People”  
–Government of Karnataka, 1995

“Services Rendered to the Mentally Disabled in India” 
–Japanese SIVUS Council, 1993
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